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PREFACE 

The Virginia Traffic Records Project was initiated by the Highway Safety 
Division of Vir.ginia to study and analyze traffic records operations in the Common- 
wealth, and has as its long-range goal the design and implementation of an improved 
Traffic Records System. The federal Highway Safety Program Standard on Traffic 
Records, Vol. i0, will be used as a guideline throughout the project. 

The Traffic Records Committee was established in early 1970, and that com- 
mittee called for a feasibility study. 

The Traffic Records Feasibility Study Team was formed as a 
subcommittee of 

the Traffic Records Committee for the express purpose of preparing this report, which 
is the initial step in the Traffic Records Project. The idea was to have every agency, 
department, and jurisdiction involved in traffic records represented on the Team so 
that all views could be encompassed and no demands would be overlooked. The Team 
has made a sincere attempt in this report to outline an optimum system with the major 
priority being given to meeting needs. 

The recommendations by the Feasibility Study Team.in this report are made 
with the intent of laying the groundwork for an advanced and modern traffic records 
system. To those who have not studied the mechanics of modern traffic records 
systems as thoroughly as has the Study Team, these recommendations may in part 
seem almost revoluntionary. However, it is significant to note that every operation 
and function recommended in. this report has been observed in a fully implemented and 
successful state by the Study Team. 
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REPORT OF THE VIRGINIA TRAFFIC RECORDS FEASIBILITY TEAM 
TO THE STATE TRAFFIC RECORDS COMMITTEE 

Hunter F Taylor, Principal Researcher, 
and the other members of the 

Traitic Records Feasibility Study Team 

INTRODUCTION 

As an introduction to the concept of traffic records, the following quote by 
A. Dewey Jordon of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration is offered. 

In June 1967, the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (then NHSB) issued the Highway 
Safety Program Standard ".Traffic Records" 
establishing minimum requirements for records 
in a State Highway Safety Program. Its purpose 
is to assure that appropriate data on drivers, 
motor vehicles, highways, and motor vehicle traffic 
accidents are gathered, entered into the records 
system in such a manner that they are retrievable, 
and can be used for analysis in planning and evaluating 
highway safety programs to further the goal of. crash, 
injury, and death reduction. 

This standard serves as an excellent bench- 
mark for the development o.• integrated records at 
both the State and local levels. Traffic Records support 
and permit evaluation of. all highway safety programs. 
Further, the standard provides the requirements and 
guidelines for a coordinated system capable of providing 
information f°or highway safety program management 
decisions° 

This standard has been criticized as merely a 
device to gather statistics° Not so• Admittedly, sta- 
tistics are an outgrowth ol a comprehensive traffic 
records program and should serve the local, State and 
Federal Government needs° Primarily, traffic records 
should be viewed as a three-pronged thrust and should 
support the highway satiety planning, operations and 
evaluation functions. 



Traffic Safety Administrators are entering an 
exciting period of change. Technological improvements 
in computers and communications provide them with the 
instruments for designing Traffic Records systems for 
effective decision making in planning, operating, and. 
evaluating highway safety programs. You might say that 
Traffic Records are the wheels of highway safety programs. 

lo Traffic records should tell us where we are and 
point the critical path to our goals (planning functions). 

They should generate and move programs (operations 
functions). 

 They should tell us whether or not we have reached 
our destination and, if not, by how much (evaluation 
functions). 

The term "Traffic Records" means many things to 
many people. Motor vehicle people immediately think of 
driver and vehicle records. Traffic engineers might think 
in terms of traffic counts, traffic control devices and geo- 
metrics. Law enforcement people might thinkin terms of 
arrests and accident reports. Health officials•relate to 
fatal and injury statistics. However., the safety administration 
sees all of the above as a total picture. It doesn't make much 
difference about the terminology or descriptive phrases. What 
matters is the inclusion of all data that has some influence on 
highway safety programs. 

Traffic records consist of four basic classes of in- 
formation: 

lo Data pertaining to drivers their license status, physical 
description, and their driving history (i. e., traffic con- 
victions, license revocations and suspensions, and acci- 
dent involvement). 

Vehicle data including vehicle description, owner's 
name and address, and registration information, inspection 
data, and stolen and abandoned vehicles data. 

Highway data on milepost basis of roadway descriptions, 
structures, geometrics, average daily traffic flows, traf- 
fic control devices and posted speed limits, skid character- 
istics, and intersections. 

Collis,ion. ctata containing all information appearing on the 
Virginia Uniform Traffic Accident Report linked up according 
to the involved drivers, vehicles, and highway locations. 
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In this report, these 4 data classifications will be referred to as: 

1. Driver File, 

2. Vehicle File, 
3. Highway File, and 

4. Accident File. 

In addition to these 4, a statistics file (not identifying individuals) must be 
maintained. The statistics file will contain various data summaries and tabulations 
on collisions, convictions, and summonses for moving violations. In the future, it may. 
be desired to include the Fatality Analysis File recommended by the National Highway 
Traffic and Safety Administration and now being developed by the Department of State 
Police. 

All these files, automated and linked together as described, compose what will 
hereafter be referred to as the traffic records data base. This data base and the data 
entry and retrieval operations function as the Virginia traffic records system. 

The Commonwealth of Virginia must organize into a coherent total system the 
relevant data from a number of operating agencies at both the state and local levels. 
An agency may be the supplier of information that. it doesn't use, and at the same time 
be a user of information that it doesn't supply. To accommodate both functions, the 
data base concept must be employed. (Briefly, a data base is a system of interrelated 
information that may be located at a central point or at variouspoints. All information 
in such a system is integrated to allow all users access to.the total information through 
a single interface). 





PURPOSE 

Everyone is concerned with highway safety because of the injuries and 
deaths that may result from motor vehicle collisions. Accident statistics gen- 
erated by a traffic records system are the only data available for evaluating the 
effectiveness of highway safety programs. The Accident File ties together or 
coordinates the basic files of the traffic records system in that a collision report 
designates that a particular driver, operating a particular vehicle, was involved 
in a particular accident at a particular _h_i_gh_w•__az location. NHTSA has indicated to 
the Commonwealth of. Virginia that the state's standard area traffic records is the 
most inefficient of all those standard areas enumerated in the state's comprehensive 
highway safety program° The Governor's Management Stud• Rep0•rt also reflects 
this inadequacy. 

Accordingly, the purpose of the traffic records feasibility study is to define 
the current traffic records system of the Commonwealth of Virginia so as to identify 
deficiencies as specifically as possible• to suggest changes to upgrade the system to 
meet current and projected demands at maximum efficiency and minimal costs; and 
finally, to determine the feasibility of the proposed system° 





METHOD 

The method used in the study was to first identify all users and suppliers of 
traffic records in the Commonwealth-° This being accomplished, the study team inter- 
viewed each agency or division to define its specific inputs and outputs as a subsystem 
within the tr•fic records system° The study team also observed the functional effec- 
tiveness of each subsystem. The agencies visited were• 

1o Departmen.t of Highwavs• 
2. Division of Motor Vehicles• 
3. Department o• State Police• 
4o Henrico Co,unt.v Division of Police, 
5. Department of He•.th, and 

6. Department o• Education. 

In addition, telephone contact was made with the city of Richmond to gain information 
on its involvement in the traffic records system. Having accomplished this, the study 
team became aware of demands not being met• and was able to define existing ineffi- 
ciencies and duplication of effort in, the processing of traffic records. 

To gain insight regarding specific ideas and feasibility• the study team visited 
8 states identified as outstanding in some particular aspect of traffic records. The 
states visited and the reasons for the •isits were: 

4• 

1o Pennsylvania overview of the traific records system with 
a Department of Transportation. 

2o Alabama uniform report, ing; on-line entry of accident da• 
and on-line retrieval of accident statistics° 

3o Texas in-house approach vs. consultants• automated method 
for producing collision diagrams° 
South Carolina uniform reporting• mile posting locator system; 
direct entry of accident data. 

5o California relationship between the Criminal Justice Information 
System and the Traffic Records System (Los Angeles County). 

6o Or••. uniform accident reporting• use of consultants in developing 
an au•)mated traffic records• system• 

.• 

7. Was•-- on•-!ine update of driver license records, 

8o Missouri accident location (St. Louis), 

In making visits, the study team sought solutions to some of the problems in 
Virginia's traffic records system and_ even more importantly observed the effectiveness 
of known concepts in processing traffic rec0rd•.. In particular, the team was interested 
in uniform reporting and. the accurate location of accidents° Of the states visited, the 
team was most impressed by the syste:ms of Alabama and South Carolina, although 
useful information was gained in each of the trips. 





OPERATION OF CURRENT SYSTEM 

The responsibility for the maintenance of traffic records is primarily 
shared by three agencies: 

1. The Division of Motor Vehicles, 
2. The Department of Highways, and 

3. The Department of State Police. 

Additional records, largely manually maintained, are kept by •various other 
state and local authorities. 

Each of the above three agencies has a heavy investment in men and equipment.. 
DMV has the largest depository of traffic records and utilizes two IBM 370 Model 155 
computers. The Department of Highways utilizes an IBM 360 Model 50, and the De- 
partment of State Police an IBM Model 20. 

There is no centralized effort for processing traffic records data. Each of the 
three agencies responsible processes its own. Each agency obtains the accident data 
it needs from the standard accident reporting form SR-300. The information that 
each agency ultimately retains for its records is dependent on numerous factors, e.g., 
the location and type of accident and whether fatalities were involved. 

Most of the data pertaining to drivers and vehicles are recorded by DMV through 
registration. In the Driver File, data pertaining to driver history are extracted from 
accident reports and court convictions. The data pertaining to highways are generated 
internally by the Department of Highways. However, accident data needed by all three 
agencies are recorded at both the Department of State Police and the Department of 
Highways° 

The accident reports (SR-300•s) are forwarded by police officers and individuals 
to the Division of Motor Vehicles, which in turn sends copies of all police reports to 
the Department of State Police. DMV also sends copies of driver accident reports when 
no police reports are received° When .the reports are received at State Police Head- 
quarters, clerical personnel there record the accident locations on a paper milepost 
maintained for all interstate and primary highways° This paper milepost is produced 
by the Department of Highways and is referred to as the graphic log. 

In addition to the spot recording of accidents on the graphic log, the State 
Police clerical staff code and keypunch the information appearing on the accident 
reports. Two magnetic tapes are produced for all accident data received for a 30-day 
period. One of these tapes is retained by the Department of State Police and the other 
is forwarded to the Department of Highways. The Department of Highways has per- 
sonnel from the Traffic and Safety Division permanently located at State. Police Head- 
quarters. This staff maintains a manual file of the hard copy accident reports, and 
uses this file in the manual development of collision diagrams° 

The flow of accident data will be described in more detail later in the report. 
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Users of traffic records data inquire for accident data at either the Depart- 
ment of State Police or the Department of Highways. Inquiries for driver and vehicle 
data are directed to the Division of Motor Vehicles, and highway data are requested 
from the Department of Highways. 

The Department of State Police uses its magnetic tape file of accident reports 
to produce crash data summaries and tabulations that are published annually as Crash 
Facts. In addition, they use these tapes in honoring requests for crash data anc•"co•m 
piling various monthly reports to the .Highway Safety Division. The reports contain 
data on traffic fatalities, including pedestrians, and comparisons of traffic fatalities 
for similar time periods. 

The Department of Highways produces an annual report of crash summaries 
as they relate to the highways called •Summarv of Accident Data State Highway.Systems. 
The magnetic tapes received from State Police, along with highway data, are used to 
produce this report. 

The Division of Motor Vehicles uses data from accident reports, primarily, in 
updating the Driver File. 

The Highway Safety Division uses accident data in the planning and evaluation of 
highway safety programs. 
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DEFICIENCIES 

The major deficiencies in the present traffic records system of the Common- 
wealth are discussed under the following subheadings. 

1. Absence of centralization in the collection, processing, 
storag_e2_and retrieval of traffic records° 

The most fundamental deficiency in Virginia's traffic records system is the 
non-centralized effort in collecting, processing, storing, and retrieving traffic records. 
The need for a centralized effort and central authority to manage this system and ensure 
that its operation is in the best interest of all suppliers and users is paramount. 

2. Inaccurate and incomplete recording of accident locations. 

Approximately 60,000 miles of roadway are maintained by the Department of 
Highways• under the following categories: 

1. Interstate 800 

2. Primary 8,000 
3o Secondary 42,000 
4. Other 10,000 

The Department of Highways maintains a paper milepost of all interstate and 
primary roadways in the form of a graphic log, but there is no specific reference point 
in the field in the form of a physical milepost. Permanent structures such as bridges, 
culverts, etc., may be recorded as specific field reference points to supplement this 
paper milepost. 

The State Police's clerical staff determines the location of accidents on the 
graphic log from the description given on the SR-300 accident report form. The accu- 
racy in establishing the accident location depends a great deal on who executes the report 
form. As one might expect, the most accurate location descriptions are found on reports 
filed by law enforcement officers who have received training in this area. Often, how- 
ever, the only location description available is that found on the driver's accident report 
due to the fact that all accidents are not reported by law enforcement officers. 

The paper milepost system for the primary and interstate roads is a continuous 
log through all cities and localities° However, there is no roadway log for state second- 
ary roads or urban roads and streets, The following figures extracted from the 1971 
edition of Crash Facts show the breakdown of all accidents reported for that year by 
location categories. 



Urban accidents 74,164 

Rural accidents 

Interstate and primary highway 
Secondary highway 
Federal jurisdiction 
Not stated 

41,617 
27,407 

829 

390 70.243 

Total accidents 144,407 

Thus, of the 144,407 accidents in 1971, only 41,617 (28.8%) appear on the graphic 
logo 

These figures demonstrate the incompleteness of the total accident picture 
as given by the graphic log. It should be pointed out that high frequency accident 
locations are determined by the clerical staff at State Police Headquarters as well as 
by district engineers of the Department of Highways on a routine basis through use of 
the graphic log. Once the number of accidents spotted on the log reaches a predetermined 
threshold value, a traffic engineer from the Department of Highways and a State Trooper 
from the State Police Divisional Office visit the location to inspect the roadway for any 
highway contributions to the accidents and determine enforcement measures that may 
be taken° Thus, those locations on secondary roads or urban streets in cities with no 
traffic and safety engineers, and which also do not appear on the graphic log, escape 
this routine surveillance. 

There is also an inconsistency in the method of recording accidents on the 
graphic log for rural and urban areas. In rural areas, accidents are recorded by mile- 
post on the mileage scale that "zeroes up" at each jurisdictional boundary be it city or 
county boundary. Between boundaries, the graphic log runs continuously as a one- 
dimensional line. Thus, it is possible to have the same milepost value occur more than 
once for a single road. Of course, duplication is avoided by some jurisdictional pre- 
fixing° This procedure of "zeroing" at every boundary is necessary when one considers 
the rescaling problem every time the length of a particular roadway is altered by con•. 
structiono With "zeroing" the graphic log redrafting is confined to the same juris- 
diction(s) as the construction, as opposed to redrafting the log for the entire length 
of that roadway° 

So, in rural areas accidents are recorded on the graphic log by milepost. In 
the urban areas, however, the accident locations are recordedby intersections. This 
policy was adopted because most urban accidents occur at intersections, and the most 
revealing graphic picture of urban collisions is that keyed to intersections. 

Independently, these procedures for recording accident locations make sense. 
However, from a centralized, statewide point of view they result in incompleteness, 
inconsistency, and inefficiency. 
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3o Nonuniform accident reporting. 

Uniform accident reporting is essential for an effective traffic records system. 
The Commonwealth's traffic records operation does not feature such reporting. The 
SR-300 is a uniform report, but it is not administered in a uniform manner. For 
example: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Reports on most accidents are received from law 
enforcement officers as well as individuals involved. 

Some law enforcement officers receive, extensive 
training while others receive none. 

Some law enforcement departments set their own 
standards for reporting accidents. 

In visiting other states, the study team observed uniform reporting in every 
trai°fic records operation. The key to effective and efficient reporting is a centralized 
administration to enforce a minimum level of quality in all law enforcement departments• 
in addition to administering standardized training to all law enforcement officers. Such 
centralized administration, of course, would necessitate the cooperation of all police 
departments through the state. 

Another deficiency with the current procedure of reporting accidents is the 
accident report form (SR-300). It is a two-page form used by both police and laymen, 
and the police report is usually executed in quadruplicate form. At least two copies of 
the police report and one copy of the report from the individual are forwarded to the 
Division of Motor Vehicles. Some police departments retain copies for the officers 
file and the department •ile. Thus, when an accident is investigated by a law enforce• 
ment officer• a minimum of three copies of the report are administered for that single 
accident. If the accident involves two drivers, and the investigating officer retains two 
copies of the report, then a minimum of six accident reports must be administered 
one by each driver and four by the officer. 

South Carolina and Alabarna use a single sheet, two-page report form designed 
for use with modern data processing equipment. These two states also have an instruc- 
tion manual for officers that offers detailed explanations and instructions for every item 
on the uniform accident report form. 

No uniform co_rrect_ional ssstem to deal with substandard execution of 
accident reports. 

Currently there is no uniform• statewide scheme for detecting and correcting 
accident reports that are incomplete, inaccurate, or improper. The Department of 
State Police employs a correctional system to minimize errors and substandard re- 
porting by all State Troopers• however, such a scheme is necessary statewide to main- 
tain an adequate level of integrity in all accident reporting by law enforcement agencies. 



5o Un__•ti_mel_y and inefficient processing and dissemination of accident 
data. 

Currently, the agencies that use accident data to benefit the cause .of highway 
safety get them lasto The data are received initially at the Division of Motor Vehicles, 
where it is used for determining financial responsibility and updating the Driver File, 
and lastly at the Department of Highways, where it is reviewed by traffic and safety 
engineers for accident analysis• 

Approximately 90 days are required to process accident data° The process 
begins with the accident itself. Individuals involved are required bylaw to submit 
an SR-300 to the Division of Motor Vehicles w.ithin 5 dayso If the accident, is investi- 
gated by a law enforcement officer and is said to meet the criteria set by law to be a 
reportable accident (fatality, personal injury, or $100 or more damage),, then the 
officer submits two copies of the SR-300 to' the Division of Motor Vehicles within 24 
hours "after completing his investigatingo" (See Va. Code Ann° •] 46 1-401.) The 
third copy of the SR•300 usually goes in the officer •s file and the fourth to the law 
enforcement department file. 

The inclusion of the clause "after completing his investigating" in the Code 
theoretically allows an. officer to investigate an accident inde•initelyo Thus, the 
first source of time delay in the routing of accident data for analysis° 

The Division of Motor Vehicles retains one..copy of the officer's SR•300., and 
forwards the other to the Department of State Police within 24 hours after itis received° 
Since all accidents are not investigated by a law enforcement officer, sometimes the 
individual report is the only one received at DMVo• However, when an individual, acci- 
dent report is received at DMV, personnel there have no way of knowing if a police report 
is forthcoming° Thus, these individual reports are held at DMV for a matching function.. 
At the end of thirty days, all individual reports that have not been matched with a police 
report (ioe., no police report received for that accident after thirty days)are forwarded 
to State Police Headquarters° •Mro Ro Eo Spring, Driver Services Administrator at the. 
Division of Motor Vehicles, informs that police reports are filed on approximately 
80% of all accidents. Thus, approximately 20% of the accident reports that are robe 
analyzed are delayed thirty days at DMV by this matching function, which is the second 
source of time delay in the flow of accident data. 

The Division of Motor Vehicles ultimately retains copies of all accident reports 
to honor hard copy requests by eligible parties. Copies of accident reports may be 
acquired for a fee of $2° 00 by persons involved in the accident, their attorneys or 
representatives or insurance companies anticipating exposure to liability as a result 
of the accident. 

When the Department of State Police receives police reports from DMV, it 
performs its own matching function to determine if individual reports have already 
been.received for accidents° This is necessary in the event that an officer's report. 
is tardy enough to miss the matching function at DMV• A•er the reports are matched 
at State Police, they are coded, keypunched, recorded on the graphic log, and stored 



on magnetic computer tapes. A copy of this magnetic tape is then forwarded to 
the Department of Highways, where it must be edited and. recoded in order to 
access their computer programs° This tape is received at the Department of 
Highways approximately 60 days after the reports are received at tlle Department 
of State Police. This is the third source of time delay in the flow of accident data. 

All of this inefficiency• duplication of effort• and manual processing involved 
in the delayed officer's report, matching functions, coding and keypunching, result 
in a 90 day delay in su.pplying accident data to users° 

The preceding is an explanation of the untimeliness of raw data° But in addi- 
tion, accident statistics and data summaries are tardy in their distribution to users. 
The major source of accident statistics is the annual State Police publication, Crash 
Facts° Whereas the data summaries and crash statistics offered in Crash Facts are 
well organized and comprehensive, the study team finds the distribution of this 
formation inadequate for two reasons° First, it is too infrequent° Information such 
as that appearing in Crash Facts should be released on a routine basis more often than 
annually. Monthly statistical reports on crash data are desirable• but such information 
should be distributed at least quarterly° Second• the preparation of Crash Facts is un- 
timely° The publication is not distributed until five to six months after the data collection 
period has ended. The 1971, edition of Crash Facts was not distributed to users such as 
the Department of Highways and the Highway Safety Division until June 197 2. 

The study team observed that a major contributing factor in the untimely prep- 
aration of Crash Facts is the absence of an automated statistics fileo Such a file would 
allow the desirable statistics to be tabulated continually as the data are received. 

6• The Hi hwa Safer Division of Virginia has no direct data inqg_ir • 
to traffic records. 

The Highway Safety Division views traffic records as its primary tool for eval- 
uating highway safety programs. In the existing system• the Highway Safety Division 
solicits accident data from the Department of State Police and. the Department of High- 
ways. Often. programs must be written in order for a specific type of data to be extracted 
from the magnetic tape files at the Department of State Police and the Department of 
Highways. Data and correlations involving the other three basic fries entail even more 
cumbersome procedures and time delays of months. Many types of data correlations 
and statistics that would be extremely useful to the Highway Safety Division in the areas 
of evaluation• operat[on• and research are not available by any means° 

7. Failure to provide feedback of accident data to localities. 

Currently• no accident data are fed to localities on a regular, basis, and yet the 
contribution of the localities in terms of collision reports is large° The following figures 
appear in the 1971 edition of Crash Facts. 



Accidents reported: 

1. By State Police 

2o By other police 
3. By individual 

38,128 
80• 328 

,2.5.• 95,1 

Total 144,407 

Thus, the localities account for 55.6% of all the accident reports submitted. 
Some of the larger counties and cities have traffic engineers and accident analysis 
operations. Certainly officials of these localities may, and do, keep records of 
accidents investigated by their policemen, but they are ignorant of the total accident 
picture in that they receive, no data concerning accidents reported by state troopers or 
individuals within their jurisdictions. The state police division officers do keep spot 
maps of .the accident activity within their divisions. Local officials may visit these 
division offices to review the spot maps, but must record•information from the maps 
by hand. For. counties and cities with large operations, this method is cumbersome 
and time-consuming. 

The same holds true for traffic law enforcement. The local officials know only 
of their own enforcement. Capt. J. R. Lindsey of the Henrico County Police Depart- 
ment, and a member of the study team explained that often he assigns officers to con- 
centrate on areas that according to his records warrant increased enforcement, only to 
find later that the state police are in the same area. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

The study team recommends that a central authority be founded•_ 
or desj_•_•_a_te_d,•j_n the form of a steering committee with the 
Secretary oi' Transportation serving as the chairman and including_ 
the heads of the state agencies involved in the traffic rec•r.ds svs: 
tern and local government representatives to control all, traffic 
record•-•keeping_. 

__, 
and tha___•t i__t_s_in__i_tial t_a_sk should be to establish a 

trattic records data base. 

In order to accomplish the implementation and continuation of an effective 
traffic records system• a central authority must be established that will be respon- 
sibl.e f•or the coordination• control, integrity and operation of the total system. This 
authority must have the responsibility for cost effectiveness in the areas of computer 
equipment, software and programming systems, and the expertise to plan, implement, 
and continue the system. Authority for determining the priorities within the system 
and modifications to the system must likewise be vested in this unit. 

This authority must •].so be established prior to implementation of the recom- 
mendations of this report to ensure efficiency and coordination throughout the develop- 
mental stages o• the integrated and automated tralf•ic records system proposed by this 
report. In addition, the study team concurs in the following outline describing the 
continuing duties o• the state's traffic records authority, and thus recommends that the 
central authority shall be responsible for ensuring that: 

Ao Procedures are established to ensure coordination, cooperation, 
and exchange of. information among State and local agencies that 
are inlormation users or that ha•e management information 
r esponsibilities. 

Bo Statewide unii.•orm procedures for the definition• classification, 
analysis, i_nterpretation• and use o• traffic records data are 
established and •ollowedo 

Co Training requirements and procedures for State and local agency 
personnel engaged, in traffic records activities are implemented. 

Do Policies are developed and implemented to ensure timely trans• 
mission and entry into the State records system of: 

ao Dri•er license and vehicle registration data. 

b. Police crash investigations. 

c. Conviction data. 

Eo Management information is provided to all users of the traffic 
records system. 



Ho 

I 

J 

Ko 

Rules governing security protection and public availability of 
traffic records are followed. 

The statewide traffic records system shall include statewide 
procedures for the collection and entry of data into the system, 
including: 

el 

Use of uniform source documents° 

Use o• standard data elements, definitions, classifications, 
and codes. 

Use of standard identification and common descriptive elements 
to ensure the integration o£ all T.R. data files° 

The records system shall be used to provide individual case records 
required by State operational highway safety programs and shall also 
constitute the basis •rom which analytical studies, both clinical, and 
statistical• may be made. Specific provisions shall be made for the 
research use o• the data under prescribed conditions of access and 
confidentiality. The system shall be capable o• identifying significant 
problems in the highway transportation system• such as: 

a• 

b® 

Identification of problem drivers with special emphasis 
on those with an alcohol or other drug problem. 
Identification of hazardous and potentially hazardous road- 
way crash locations. 

Identification of common, hazardous motor vehicle defects. 

Data sampling procedures shall be used to measure the populations of 
drivers, vehicles, roadway £eatures and crashes, detect their hazardous 
attributes, and evaluate the ef•fectiveness o£ applied countermeasures. 

The system shall be capable of receiving and processing inquiries 24 
hours a day and providing rapid, responses to requests by all users 
requiring ToR. data base ini°ormation. 

Provisions shall be made for the interchange of information and data 
with other States as needed and with the Federal Government for the 
purposes of policy and program development and evaluation. The 
traffic records system shall be designed and implemented so as to 
provide information regarding the scope and magnitude of deaths, 
injuries, and property damage, and. include: 

a• 

Do 

Summary data on drivers• vehicles, roadways and crashes. 

Nonidentifying case data on each fatal crash including blood- 
alcohol concentrations on each .fatality. 



The study team recomme__•nds tha____•t le____gislat.•.on be enacted to require 
that a].] acci.dents involving fata].ities•ersonal in•s or tow- 
aw__a,v vehicles•_ be invest•.b_y_i_a ].aw enforcement oflicer. 

The study team intends thai; a tow•-away vehicle be defined as any vehicle that 
is unable to leave the scene of.' the crash, safely under its own power. Provisions must 
also be made to require driver accident reports to be submitted on accidents involving 
property damage in excess of $I00 and not reported by a law eni0rcement officer• and 
to receive and retain v•thin the traffic records system data pertaining to such accidents. 
Thus, when drivers are required to submit accident reports, their obligation will be no 
different than it is in the current system° However, no driver reports will be required 
for accidents reported, by a law enf.orcement officer. When an officer investigates an 
accident and administers a report, he should inform the involved dri•er(s) that they 
are not required to submit an accident report• but :may do so if they wish° If' the officer 
investigates an accident, and. determines that it does not meet the above criterion to be 
reportable by police, and due to other demands does not intend to report the accident, 
the officer should reform the •.nvolved driver(s) tl•at they are required to repor• the 
accident. 

3. The study team recommends that a revised uniform traffic accident 
r_•port and unifo•o_r___•_m_• standards be drafted and ado tp_L• 

u 

This report should be a single sheet, two-page form that complements modern 
automated, techniques for entering and processing high volume, rapid flow data• The 
study team was particularly impressed with the report form used in Alabama. Attach• 
ment A is modeled after the Alabama form and •s offered as a basis for revising the 
report form in Virginia. The adopti, on oil' this f.or:m would necessitate tr•.ning for all 
law enforcement officers and a manual, of mstruct•on tb.at should be carried by officers 
in the field. Attachment .B is a manual modeled after the one currently employed in 
Alabama• and. .i.s offered as a basis for the compilation of a manual, f.or use in Virginia. 

Because of this additional f•aming and. instruction manual, it is clear that this 
recommendation must be imp].emented in c.onjunction with tb.e preceding one requiring 
certain accidents to be reported by law enforcement o[fieers. In. addition to the re• 
vised accident report form and. the .!.nstruction manual, a separate financial responsibility 
form such as the current SR-21 must be provided. The study team finds the current 
procedure in which indi•zidua].s file this ibr.m d.irect•.y w•.th the Division of Motor Ve 
hicles to be adequate. 

Th•__e study team recommends that. tb, e__p_r, esen_____t method•of, esti•. 
d•am___a_ge be modified from one of only a monetary estimation to one. 
of a se•eri.ty code as well. as a mon.9••,_•_al__u• __•_s.uch as th•._•e one• 
,•ested by tl•e National H__i hg_•_W_•, a Traffic S•fe__• A dminisi•ration. 



Initially, it is suggested that this severity code be only tri-level: 

i. Fatality, 
2. Personal injury, and 

3. Vehicle(s) unable to leave safely under own power. 

Adoption of this suggestion would introduce the concept of a severity code in the 
reporting procedure. While there are several different severity codes under inves- 
tigation by the NHTSA, the study team agrees that it would be foolish to adopt any of 
these codes at this time. With the concept of a severity code introduced into the new 
traffic records system, the task of implementing a more sophisticated code later will 
be simplified. 

5• ,_Thee study team recommends that a statewide training program be 
instituted to train all law enforcement agencies throughout the 
Commonwealth in the administration and use of the revised uniform 

This training should be as extensive as is necessary to produce consistently 
accurate and complete reports° 

The study team recommends that the amount of time allowed for an 
officer to submit the accident report to the entering agency 
to 72 hours from the time. of the accident. 

be reduced 

If the officer cannot meet this recommended time schedule due to complications, 
an initial report must be *iled within 72 hours. When an initial report is filed, the officer 
must submit a supplemental report within 15 days. If he has not completed his investiga- 
tion at the end of 15 days, he must continue to file a supplemental report every 30 days 
until the report is completed. See Attachment A, the Uniform Traffic Accident Report° 
In the upper right-hand corner there are three blocks marked: Initial; Supplemental; and 
Final. The officer must check the appropriate block to indicate the status of the report 
to the entering agency. If an incomplete report were received, it would be returned to 
the officer's department unless it were marked "initial". 

7• The study team recommends that a correctional system be adopted so 
that any errors in accident reports will be brought to the attention of 
the administering officer° 

A •orm letter may be prepared by the director of the entering agency that ad- 
dresses the head of police departments. The letter would inform the respective police 
chief, etco of the error. Also, a sheet such as offered in Attachment C listing two sets 
of numbers would be enclosed° One set refers to the items on the report form as illus- 
tratrated on pages 5-8 of the instruction manual (Attachment B), and the other set refers 
to the page in the manual that explains the proper procedure for completing that item° 
The entering agency will circle the two appropriate numbers one on each list to aid 
the officer to correct the error quicMyo 
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The correctional system should not be so rigidly administered as to signif- 
icantly retard the flow of accident data into the system. Accident reports should be 
rejected only when the correction cannot be accurately effected by personnel at the 
entering agency° 

8o The study team recommends that the uniform accident report be 
entered into the traffic records data base directly through on-line* 
terminals in order that all users of accident data will_have equal 
and timely access to the data. In addition, it recommends that this 
terminal be located at the Department of State Police Headquarters 
and that the responsibilit¥ for the entry, accuracy, and timeliness 
of the data be vested with that Department. 

_The_study team recommends that, once the information on the acci- 
dent report is entered and verified at State Police Headquarters, the 
report form be forwarded to the Division of Motor Vehicles within 24 
hours. 

This should be ample time for State Police personnel and Highway personnel 
to copy the accident reports for their manual files, however, hard copies of the acci- 
dent reports must be minimized. 

It is necessary for DMV to have copies of all accident reports in order to honor 
public requests. The Department of State Police is not a revenue collecting agency and 
thus cannot serve this function. 

Currently, about 50,000 requests for accident reports are received annually° 
DMV informed the study team that approximately 90% of these.requests desire either 
the officer's signature or the accident diagram. This fact rules out the feasibility of 
honoring these requests with computer printouts. The diagram and signature appearing 
on the accident report form are the only two •£erns that cannot be stored and retrieved 
by existing data processing equipment. 

*The state of Alabama has an automated accident data entry method that produces 
accident statistics current within 1 day. This system employs IBM cathode ray 
visual display devices and allows on-line entry of accident data and on-line retrieval 
o• accident statistics. On-line is de£ined as effecting immediate file update and pro- 
viding direct access to the magnetic files of the automated .traffic Records System. 
In addition to securing the report, reliable statistics depend upon a system for veri- 
fying reports to ensure co•ormity to the uniform classification systerno Checking 
for accuracy and looking into those cases where a discrepancy appears from the face 
of the report should be a regular procedure. 



The study team recommends that a uniform statewide locato r syste m 
be established for the roadway network. 

Having observed excellent locator systems in South Carolina and Alabama 
that offered efficiency and accuracy, the team agrees that the best system for locating 
accidents is one that is keyed to intersections. Every intersection in the state would 
have a unique identifier• thus duplication could be avoided° Accidents occurring be, 
tween intersections would be located by a mileage distance from a nearby intersection 
according to an established convention. This practice would eliminate the need for up- 
dating the files because of construction or changes in roadways. However, it is neces,. 

sary that there be only one method of coding locations on the roadways. The Depar.tment 
of Highways maintains files such as the maintenance file and traffic inventory file that 
are keyed-by location. In other words, the method of coding locations in the Accident 
File must conform to the method used in the Highway fries. Regardless of the precise 
structure of the locator system, it must be compatible for all roadways throughout the 
state, and the Department of Highways must ultimately be responsible for its design 
and maintenance. 

This locator system must be designed and its operation formulated prior to the 
implementation of the statewide training program for all law enforcement officers so 
that use of the system can be included in this training. 

The study team recommends that legislation be introduced requiring 
that all traffic summonses for moving violations issued by all_enforce, 
ment officers in the state be forwarded directly to the Division of Motor 
Vehicles,' where they in turn will be entered directly into the traffic 
records data base. 

Since convictions are already forwarded to DMV for updating the Driver File, 
adoption of this recommendation would allow statistical output correlating summonses 
and convictions, and summonses and accidents, which is necessary but not presently 
available. Currently, all traffic summonses for moving violations in five categor:ies as 
given below are submitted to DMV as a request for transcripts for the driver history 
record. 

1o Driving while intoxicated. 

2. Speeding. 
3. Reckless driving. 

Hit and run. 

5o Operating vehicle without an operator's license. 

The summons information must not reflect identification of individuals. 
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12o ._Th• study team recommends that a r•eport in graphic or statistical. 
format be issued mon•thly to each localit•gjy_in_g the total accident 
and enforcement fi__ggures for that locality._=. 

This procedure is extremely important in that the success of this system depends 
on all localities conforming to the training and uniform standards, and it is not feasible 
to expect these localities to subscribe eagerly without derived benefit° If localities were 
to receive, in return for their eff°ort, plotted diagrams of traffic accident and enforcement 
activity• they could determine the.ir traffic patrol needs° Further, this would eliminate 
the need to maintain such records at the local level° 

If recommendations 8• 9, and I0 are implemented., a major benefit derived will 
be that all accidents and moving violations in the state (and, later all incidents of crime) 
may be referenced by a common method. With this information being reported and 
recorded in a uniform and accurate manner the statistics returned to the various law 
enforcement agencies will. be a valuable tool in law enforcement and traffic patrol. 

The study team recommends that the Department of Highways ass•um•e. 
re__•ponsibilit.v •or maintaining_ the Accident File•dHi hg,_h_•• File as 
described in the beg•n• of this rep_q_rt_•. 

The Accident File as maintained by the Department o• Highways will not 
describe persons or vehicles involved in accidentso This information will be stored 
in the motorist segment of the data base° In addition, the Department of Highways 
must integrate the current highway f•les in order that they serve as the "Highway 
File" as described earlier° 

coding° 
The Highway File must also be compatible with the Accident File in location 

Similarly•__the _s_tu_d_y team recommends that the Division of. Motor Vehicles 
be responsible fo_____r main• the Driver and. Vehicle Files. 

Currently, names and. addresses are recorded in the Driver File for each driver, 
and also in the Vehicle File •or each vehicle owner. These two files should be combined 
in order to eliminate this duplication, of recording names and addresses where it occurs. 

15o • team recommends that. the four basic files (Driver,_ Vehiclea 
• A__•ccident) be integ_rated to allow file compatibility and that 
a Statistics File be constructed. .In addition• the study team recommends 
that the Department of State Poli.ce be responsible for maintaining_ this 
Statistics File. 

The integration of the four basic files to provide internal compatibility will 
eliminate much duplication of effort and untimely processing and dissemination of 
traffic records data. Most important]y• it will provide the necessary structure to 
allow automated correlations between all, data recorded in the four basic lileso Any 
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correlations between data types in any of the four files will be possible, and may 
be effected by the necessary computer software. The study team understands that 
some data in the four files are privileged information, and that the state agencies 
maintaining these fries must retain their control on what data are released or made 
available for retrieval by the system. However, in cases where..agreement cannot 
be reached among agencies on the release of certain data, data format, or data 
correlations, the central authority must ultimately coordinate and resolve such 
differences. 

A Statistics File must be constructed to allow predefined crash statistics as 
they relate to other data types to be tabulated on a continuing basis for a giv:en period 
of time° This file would allow the Department of State Police to publish Crash Facts 
more often and more timely. The study team agrees that the Department of State Po- 
lice should be re.sponsible for the contents of the Statistics File, and should also be 
responsible for altering the contents of the file as determined by future needs. 

Additional statistics must be provided for within the traffic records system. 
These statistics may be on-line as determined by the responsible agency. 

16. The study team recommends that the Division of Motor Vehicles 
effect alterations to the driver histo_ry .se_•gment of the Driver File 
t_o include the basic driver education data recommended by the 
N•a•tig_nalH__ighway Traffic and .Safety Administration. 

Currently, the Driver File does include information pertaining., to driver education, 
but does not include all of the following information called for in NHTSA •s •ighway.. Safety 
•ogram Manual., Supplement 1, Volume 10, Traffic Records. 

lo Program type public, private, parochial• commercial, 
defensive driving, driver improvement schools, adult and 
out-of-school youth programs, and violator's school. 

2. Performance--grade, attitude, interest, and skill° 

3. Year of completion. 

It is necessary that these data be available to the Driver Education Services 
Department of Education and it is necessary that they be recorded in the traffic records 
data base so that they may be correlated with accident data to provide the following in- 
formation, also recommended in Volume 10. 

1. Driver education vs. accident involvernento 

2. Driver education program types related to accident involvement. 

Driver accident involvement by age, sex, driver education, type, 
performance, year of completion, and environment driver condition. 
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A functional description of the four basic files and the. Statistics File are 
offered later in the report° 

In addition to these specific recommendations, concerning uniform reporting, 
a locator system, more efficient processing of accident data, file alterations,, uniform 
summons reports, etco, the study team recommends.that the four basic files (Driver, 
Vehicle• Highway, and Accident) be evaluated to ensure that they include necessary 
information as outlined by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration in the 
loll owing publi cations- 

1o _High_way Sa•e_ty l•r_ogram Manual., Volume 10, Traffic Records 
and Supplement 1o 

2o •es_ _ign• Manual fo_r_State Traffic Records System° 

3o proppsed Highway_Safety Progr _a• Standard.s, Volume 37° 

There must be many options available to the users of the system° Any combi- 
nation of highway characteristics data, time, volume., accident detail and location can 
be retrieved° For example, a request for all accidents involving interstate locations 
with a specified volume of traffic• and in which a car crashed through a cable barrier 
and hit an oncoming vehicle• resulting in fatal injuries, can be automatically processed° 
This type of request can be for any county• route, or section o£ road° 
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FUNCTIONA L DESIGN 

This section of the report describes _how the traffic records system may work 
if the preceding recommendations are implemented. 

Four major files have been mentioned throughout the report° The path of 
accident information has been described for the current traffic records system, star- 
ting at the scene of the accident. Driver data and vehicle data are collected separately 
by the Division of Motor Vehicles. Highway data are collected by the Department of 
Highways. Thus, the major task in implementing a revised traffic records system is 
based around the flow of accident data since there are multiple users of accident in- 
formation° 

All police reports are forwarded to the Department of State Police Headquarters 
within 72 hours after the time of the accident. Supplementary police reports will like- 
wise be submitted to the Department of State Police° The accident information would be 
entered directly into the traffic records data base through on-line, visual display termi 
nals the same day it is received° The data would be transmitted directly to the central 
processing unit (CPU) at the Division of Motor Vehicles, which would update the Driver 
and Vehicle Files automatically. Data transmission lines would link the computer at 
DMV and the computer at the Department of Highways to allow the accident data to be 
transmitted directly and automatically to the Accident File at the Department of High= 
ways. Concurrently, all predefined statistics would be captured, eliminating any future 
need of reentry of data• This processing would be accomplished within seconds of the 
time the terminal operator at the State Police Headquarters "enters" the data from the 
uniform traffic accident report. Inquiry terminals located at State Police Headquarters 
for use by the Department of State Police and the Highway Safety Division •will provide 
immediate access to all file segments within the traffic records data base. Similar 
inquiry terminals may be installed at various locations as justified by need• Perhaps a 
terminal will be necessary in the Traffic and Safety Division of the Department of High- 
ways• or perhaps the terminals at State Police Headquarters can serve this need through 
the Department of Highways operation there. These terminals will have access to all 
traffic records data base information and the ability to retrieve and correlate as may be 
desired° The nature of the correlations and inquiries available would be determined by 
the programs available, and so may be expanded or modified to meet requirements° 
Figure 1 is a schematic of the proposed traffic records system illustrating the four basic 
i°iles of the traffic records data base and the various users of traffic records data° Figure 
2 is a schematic of the data directory and the flow of accident data in the proposed system° 

The Department of State Police will be responsible for the coding, verification 
and integrity of. the accident data entered° The media for entering the traffic records 
data would be cathode ray tube visual display units. These same units would have the 
capability of inquiring into the system so as to provide the entry and coding personnel 
access to any previously entered data necessary for them to effect accurate updates to 
the system. Code clerks could retrieve any data needed to aid in the verification of the 
accident reports received. The entry personnel, trained in all aspects of the traffic 
records system, would enter data on the visual display unit° As the data are typed, the 
image is projected on the screen so that visual verification may be accomplished, and 
the characters are not transmitted to the computer but remain in the individual visual 
display units° Once the entry clerk is satisfied that the data are complete and accurate, 
they would be sent to the computer in one rapid transmission° The image would still 
remain on the screen for edit by the computer programming system. 
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If the data are in error or not acceptable, a message will be transmitted directly to 
the .sending.terminal notifying the.clerk of the discrepancy° Thus, immediate error 
correction would be.. effected thro..ugh a corrective, transmissiomof• data_requiring• only 
.the incorrect field to be re-keyed. When acceptable data are received, an_immediate 
update to all files (traffic records and statistical) would be .accomplished,. and any out- 
put data required would be immediately transmitted to users or pl.dced on magnetic 
tape or disk •or later •'batch" processing. 

The data base for the traffic records system will consist of driver, vehicle, 
highway and .accident data, as well as statistics pertaining to each. The basic ingre- 
dients of this data base exist at this time. The centralization of the traffic records data 
base would reduce the-duplication of information as it is currently recorded, and. would 
.allow a single programming system to provide total edit, update, and memory require- 
ments.. In addition,.•a single backup computer system would serve the total backup 
requirement to provide 24•hour service. 

However, the needs of each user must be considered with a single data base 
containing, the total traffic records iniormation. High .speed access to the data, on an 

a.s. needed .basis, ..would be. provided for the users of traific records data. In addition, 
the .system •would provide for batch, processing of data against the. traffic records., d.a• 
base for those agencies requiring it,: Examples are collision diagram data for auto- 
mated plotting anc•.juxisctictional..accident sum,mary 

A high. speed telecommunications line connecting the three agencies will be 
required. This would allow the full extraction inquiry of required data from each 
agency's data storage facilities° This physical linkwould be another example of the 
pooling of resources for the overall benefit of all affected transportation and public 
safety agencies. 

With the on-line entry of accident data, immediate statistics may be generated 
to provide a•mo.re timely,, .accurate statistical picture to those users needing_ access to 
the data° •.addition, the elimination of personal identification for statistical records 
may be accomplished through automation• thus:providing less-opportunity for error or 
record misuse. A major advantage to the on,-.]ine update of, e•isting fries is the .ad- 
.vantage of data reuse, If a driver's license number is entered then there is no need to 
re,key his name, address, or physical description, or the status of his license. The 
same holds true for data on vehicles and accidents. The net effect is less keying, a 
more rapid and thorough edit, more timely information, and reduced cost per trans- 
action,. 

After each update is aceompl.ished, m,anaal, filing: o.f the accident report or microfilming, will be necessary_. This £ili.ng should be central and the paper flow of 
the report itself and copies should be kept to a minimum. Users not having a direct 
inquiry capability could be provided copies from either the original or •rom a microfilm 
printout° 

The output from the system would be in three basic forms: (i) Terminal inquiry, 
(2) periodically generated reports• and (3) hard copy information upon request° 
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On-line inquiry will be available 2,4 hours a da), to all, users and will allow 
immediate retrie•al of current information on any f:'i],e• in, eluding statistics° Also, 
individual accident report information may be reWieved as needed... 

Periodic statistical reports such as accident summaries and. fiscal statements 

may be au•matically generated .or produced, as requested. 

Information in hard copy form would be made available as needed. A plotter 
at the Department of Highways could be utilized to 1oroduce (1) collision diagrams, 
(2) statistical traffic activity locator diagrams• and (3) accident and enforcement plots 
to localities 

Collision diagrams are produced in Texas upon request. The average request 
can be answered in 30 minutes using about 15 minutes: uf computer and .plotter time. 
Currently• there.are 1,, 000 requests each. year for co!],ision,.diagr-axas in Virginia• 
which average 12 hours researc• and, ..4 hours of •[fi.otting cacao When automated plotting 
is introduced, the number of requests will. probably increase° Automated collision dia- 

grams will, be more accurate and curr'ent with the establJ, shment of on•-line update for 
accident data and the improved locator system. 

In addition to producing co:!],isJ, on d, fagrams• the ip•],otter can produce, from 
computer supp!•,ed statistics• d,i.a•oams that ind:i•cate facts of accidents within a geo- 
graphic areao• 

The system outlined here can be de•e],oped v•,thJ,n the current and presently 
pl.anned resources of the Commonwealth of' Virg:i_nia. The e•.pertise needed to design, 
develop and implement this system exists :in the agencies invo•:ved in traffic records 
and in the academic community. 





F EASIBILITY 

Technical: "Is this application possible within the limits o• available technology 
and our own resources?" 

Yes, The study team has Observed tra[•ic records operations such as those 
recommended in this report. Again• Alabama and South Carolina are cited as examples° 
On-line entry of accident data was observed, and on-line retrieval of traf.•ic records 
correlating data from three o1• the four basic files was demonstrated, The data and 
statistics retrieved were current to within three days. Almost every recommendation 
in this report has been observed fully implemen•;ed and e,f•ective by the study team. In 
Alabama and South Carolina, the data processing operations are not as diversified as 
they are in the Commonwealth. .In A]abama• there are two computer systems housed 
separately but tied together to provide the data base, .In South Carolina• there is a 
single computer operation housed and operated by the South Carolina Department of 
Highways, The Highway Department there is responsible for all i°our basic files in the 
traffic records system, Their single computer operation meets practically all of the 
data processing demands •or the entire state. 

The e.•:i.stJng computer hardware at the Division of Motor Vehicles• Department 
o• Highways• and •he Department oi' S•ate l•olice is more than double the amount ,ha either 
Alabama or South Carolina. With the data transmission line and terminal hookups recom 
mended• the revised trai°fi.c records system could be technically implemented, 

•perational: "K the system is successtlul,l,y de•eloped• will it be successfully used ?" 

The system recommended in thi.s report is based on the current and projected 
demands o• those who use traffic records data. As mentioned in the beginning of the 
report, the team i, nter•iewed all users and suppliers. According to the information 
obtained in those interviews, the re•ised system will be successi•ully used. The 
Highway Safety Division• the Traffic and Safety D, wision of the Department of Highways, 
and the localities will be the most immediate •ndicators of how successfully the system 
.is used. 

The recommendations concer•ing unJi°orm report:i.ng will affect every law en• 
forcement ol•f.icer and department in the Commonwea•..tho It was recommended that a 

new report form be adopted, along with an. instruction manual •°or o•i'icers, This new 
report form is more colmpact and sophisticated than the SR•3(•0, • is not feasible to 
expect pri•ate citizens to adminisf•r this •form. A f•ortT•page manual and training 
course are required e•en ior law enforcement officers to administer this i[orm properly° 
Thus, the implementation ol this recommendation is operationally •easible ONLY in 
conjunction with the legislati•'e change that all reportable accidents be in•estigated by 
a law enforcement of.ricer, 

The study team agrees that the estab!ishmeni of a '•central authori.ty" is 
necessary to ensure o%•eral] operational feasibi.liW., 
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Economic: "Will this application return more dollar value in benefits than it will 
cost to develop ?" 

The study team is not at present able to answer the question of economic 
feasibility. However, the initial step in satisfying any test of economic feasibility 
is defining current costs. An attempt was made to define the present costs for 
traffic records. It was hoped that with these costs established, the study team 
would be able to point out where costs could be expected to increase and also 
where savings could be realized. 

A predictable problem encountered in the effort to define existing operating 
costs was that of defining traffic records. Attachment D is a letter sent out to the 
agency heads defining traffic records and requesting operating cost data according 
to this definition. Attachment E comprises the letters of response from the Depart- 
ment of State Police, Department of Highways, and Division of Motor Vehicles. The 
cost data received are not all broken down into the same categories. Thus, they can- 
not be combined for total costs of the system in each of the categories. This coupled 
with the fact that the definition of traffic records has no unique interpretation, make 
it very difficult to conclude anything significant about the current costs for traffic 
records. 

bility: 
There are two courses of action concerning this question of economic feasi- 

Implement the recommendations of this report without 
cost analysis. 

Make the second phase of the traffic records project the 
task of doing a thorough cost analysis to determine the 
question of economic feasibflityo 

If the latter of these alternatives is selected, persons more qualified in 
economic analyses than the members of this study team should be engaged. 

If the decision is to implement without completely answering the question of 
economic feasibility, the study team can point out some areas where savings may be 
effected through reduced operating costs. 

All accident data will be entered once and only once at the Department of State 
Police, and automatically made available to all users simultaneously° Thus, personnel 
currently employed to enter accident data into the automated systems at the Department 
of Highways and DIVIV will be freed for other duties. 

Many manual operations such as the production of collision diagrams and the 
tabulation and correlation of accident data for summary and statistical reports will be 
eliminated by the automated statistics fileo 

The number of accident reports processed will also be reduced° In 1971, there 
were 144,407 accidents reported in Virginia, averaging 2o 7 accident reports per accident. 
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Thus, approximately 390, 0.00 accident reports were processed.. By reducing citizen 
accident reporting and entering all accident data at State Police Headquarters, the 
number of reports processed annually would be reduced to approximately 200,000, or 

an estimated 3•900 per week. In Alabama, cathode-ray operators can enter about 12 
reports per hour. Thus, the entry of the accident data in Virginia could be accomplished 
by i0 cathode•ray operators. The coding and verification of these transactions could be 
accomplished with fewer than the number of DMV clerks freed of accident report matching 
functions. 

Whereas there will obviously be some reductions in operating costs due. to the 
elimination of dupl.ieation of effort and more efficient processing of traffic records data, 
the implementation of the recommendations or this report will also effect an increase in 
operating costs in certain areas, such as the training of all police personnel and the 
maintenance of the statewide loeator system. 

No estimates have been made concerning the developmental costs, but the locator 
system and the initial phase of the law enforcement traJ.ning will be the most expensive 
to develop and implement. 
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EPILOGUE 

This feasibility study report reflects the state of the Virginia traffic records 
system as it existed when the preparation of the report began in the fall of 1971. In 
conjunction with the preparation of this report some changes have been made in the 
current traffic records system that have not been mentioned in the preceding text. 
The following are brief descriptions of these operational and administrative changes. 

Io The Division of Motor Vehicles is in thel process of combining 
its Driver and Vehicle Files into a single Motorist File that 
eliminates the duplication in recording names and addresses 
separately for each driver and vehicle registered. 

The Department of State Police has established the necessary 
administration for the NHTSA Fatality Analysis File, including 
the employment of a fatality analysis file clerk. 

4o 

The Department of Highways has purchased a flat-bed plotter 
that will automate the production of collision diagrams as well 
as serve engineering departments. The study ream was given a 
demonstration of the plotter drawing a collision diagram. 

The Department of Highways has begun the preliminary work for 
establishing a statewide locator system. 

The Data Processing Division of the Department of .Highways has 
begun .the task of integrating the highway files in order that they 
may serve as the Highway File. 

The Division of Motor Vehicles is planning for on-line accident 
entry. 

7• A study is under way at the Department of Highways to ascertain 
information needed on the Uniform Traffic Accident Report Form 
to facilitate graphical plotting of accidents. Attachment A does not 
fulfill these requirements. 
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Attachment A 

VIRGINIA UNIFORM TRAFFIC ACCIDENT REPORT 
SHADED AREAS TO BE USED BY DATA PROCESSING ONLY SHEET OF 

ACCIDENT SINGLE MOTOR VEHICLE PEDESTRIAN 
INVOLVED •)VERTURNED ROAD PEDALCYCLE 
(C=rcle RAN OFF ROAD MOTORCYCLE 

More) 

ON STREET, ROAD. OR HIGHWAY AT OR BETWEEN 

S-- 

Initial 
Supplemental 
F inal 
HIGHWAY CLASSIF ICATION 

C,ty 

MOIOR 
OFF ROAD& OVERTURNEO 

AND 

FIXED OBJECT 
• ROADWAY 

OF ROADWAY 

MILE POST NUMBER 

STREET OR ROAD 
CODE 

NAME STREET 

•DRIVER'S 
DRIVER DRINKING'. YES NO UNKNOWN 

SOBRIETY" DRUGS: YES NO UNKNOWN 

STREET 
M,LES 

N ESW 
CONTROLLED ACCESS ROAD MAIN ROAD ENTRANCE N E S W 
LOCATION (C•rcle One): FRONTAGE INTERCHANGE EXIT 

STATE 

BOUND LANE 

STATE [TYPE" 
IVER CONDITION" 1-NO APPARENT DEFECTS 3-FATIGUED UNKNOWN 

(C•rcle One) APPARENTLY ASLEEP DEFECTS 

TEST GIVEN REFUSED CONTRIBUTING CIRCUMSTANCE(S) 

PUS. NEG. YES NO 

--NONE NUMBER 

CERTIFICATE: EXPIRED 

STREET OR R.FD. CITY & STATE SPEED LIMIT 

TYPE AUTO 04 PICKUP 01 COMM. BUS 10 M-CYCLE SAFETY EQUIP.USED: 
02 PEDALCYCLE 05 TRACTOR 08 SCHOOL BUS FARM 

(Circle One) 
STAWAGON 06 OTHER TRUCK 09 OTHER BUS OTHER 

SPECIAL USE" oI NONE 03 MILITARY 05 FARM USE 
(C•rcle One) 02 04 AMBULANCE 06 POLICE 

07 -WRECKER 09 DRIVER TRAINING 
08 FIRE FIGHTING 10 GOV'T 11 OTHER 

CIRCLE POINT OF 
INITIAL IMPACT 

I•1-, ,•,, ,,•] 

ATTACHMENT" NONE SEMI-TRAILER FARM TRAILER CAMPER TRAILER PETROLEUM 

(Circle One) MOBILE HOME UTILITY TRAILER TRAILER WITH BOAT TOWED MOTOR VEH. 

DEFECTS: NONE LIGHTS STEERING SIGNALS KNOWN DEFECT Contr,buted 

(Circle One More) BRAKES HORN WIPERS TIRES OTHER 
•VE--•ITY: A•E•'('• •'•"I•AG D'it•'• •"°•'•'es) A-PP-'R M''"•T COSTs 

SLIGHT MODERATE SEVERE TO REPAIR 

VEHICLE TOWED BY WHOM: TO 

VEHICLES AWAY 

YES 

TOTAL OCCUPANTS 
THIS UNIT: F•UNDERCARRIAGE 

DRIVER OR PEDESTRIAN'S NAME STREET OR R.F.D. CITY & STATE DATE BIRTH 

DRIVER LICENSE NUMBER STATE [TYPE' 
OCCUPATION •DRIVER OR PED'S PHONE NO. CONDITION" NO APPARENT DEFECTS FATIGUED UNKNOWN 

(Circle One) APPARENTLY ASLEEP PHYSICAL DEFECT 

TYPE TEST GIVEN TEST RESULTS REFUSED CONTRIBUTING CIRCUMSTANCE{S) 
DRIVER OR DRINKING: YES NO UNKNOWN 
SOBRIETY" DRUGS; YES NO UNKNOWN PUS. NEG. NO 

V.I.N. :TION CURRENT NONE TAG 

C ;ATE" EXPIRED UNKNOWN 

OWNER'S NAME STREET OR R.F.D. CITY STATE SPEED ESTIMATED SPEED 

TYPE 01 AUTO 04 PANEL-PICKUP 07 COMM. BUS 10 M.CYCLE SAFETY EOUIP. USED: CIRCLE POINT OF 
02 PEDALCYCLE 05 TRACTOR 08 SCHOOL BUS • IMPACT 

circle 
03 STA.WAGON 06 OTHER TRUCK 09 OTHER BUS OTHER 

One 

SPECIAL USE ol NONE 03 MILITARY 05 FARM USE 07 WRECKER DRIVER TRAINING 

(Circle One) 02 TAXI 04 AMBULANCE 06 POLICE 08 FIRE FIGHTING GOV'T OTHER 

PETROLEUM TANKER 
OTHER 

DE Contributed 

ATTACHMENT" NONE SEMI-TRAILER FARM TRAILER CAMPER TRAILER 

(Circle One) MOBILE HOME UTILITY TRAILER TRAILER WITH BOAT TOWED MOTOR 

DEFECTS NONE LIGHTS STEERING TURN SIGNALS NOT KNOWN 
OTHER 

VEHICLES TOWED 
(Circle One More) BRAKES HORN WIPERS TIRES 
•E"•l :- [ •'•'E'• •'AMA•E-D (-G• •°des) 

APPROXIMATE COST 

SLIGHT MODERATE SEVERE TO REPAIR 

VEHICLE TOWED BY WHOM: TO WHERE: TOTAL OCCUPANTS 
UNIT: 

YES NO 

UNDERCARRIAGE 

(Circle One For Each Vehicle) 

Gol• Strai•t • Pa•,ng • Avo•d• 

02 02 Slow•ng SIDing • • S•rt 10 Turm• R•I Merging 

03 03 S• Traffic 07 07 Park• L•IIy 15 15 Parking 

• R•am St• • 08 IIl•llv 

ROAD: DARK. LIGHT CLOTHING: DARK. LIGHT RETRO- REFLECTIVE MATERIALS: CLOTHING ITEMS 

01 Crying Entering Walking Rd•. A•=ntt Traffic 07 Pushing Working Other Runway 

Runway 
02 Crying Ent•i• O• • Standing R•way • Other Working Rd• 

• WIIk=N R•. with Traffic • Getting Off On • Ptaym• Runway OTHER 

Na•. Obt•t. Show Owne•h=p & Dam•) 

WITNE•FULL 

WITNES• FULL NAME 

R,d•ng 
R=d,ng Against 

03 R•d,nq Across Street 

NON£ 

PHONE NO 

Approx Cost Repa,r 

NO 27 REVISED JAN 



 Unknown 

Pedestrim• 

NAME 

Z 

NAME 

TAKEN TO 

SEAT BELTS 
LAP BELT ONLY LAP & SHOULDER BELT 

None Intlalled Uted 

Fastened G Lap E•lt Only U•::I 

Unfeslened Both Belts 

Not Reported Not Reported 

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL VEHICLE W 

DESCRIBE WHAT HAPPENED (REFER TO VEHICLES BY NUMBER) 

WEATHER 
(Circle One) 
CLEAR 
CLOUDY 
RAINING 

FOG 
SNOWING 
SLEETING 
HAILING 

LOCALE 
(Circle One) 

OPEN COUNTRY 
RESIDENTIAL 
SHOP'G BUSINESS 
MFG, INDUSTRIAL 
SCHOOL PLAY'D 

OTHER 

ADO•E! 
TAKEN BY 

ADDRESS 

TAKEN BY 

VEHICLE 

EJECTED 
INJURY 

V•$ible fniurY, bleeding wound 
member, carrfed 

Othe• •niurY, bruim, abrasions. 
swelling, hmplng, 

injury complaint of pain 

MILES TO 

CONSTRUCTION coNDItiON 
(Circle One For Vehicle) rCircle One Each 

|1 
ASPHALT 

CONCRETE WET 

8RICN SNOWY, 
DIRT 

OTHER HAZARDOUS 

MATERIAL 
Z 

Z 

I-- 

Z 

LIGHT 
(Circle One) 
DAYLIGHT 
DAWN 

DUSK 
DARKNE• 
DARKNE•, RD. 
LIGHTED 

TRAFFIC CONTROL 
(Circle O•e For Each Vehicle) 

STOP SIGN 
STOP & GO SIGNAL 
YIELD SIGN 
OFFICER OR FLAGMAN 
RR CROSSING GATES 
RR FLASHING LIGHTS 
NONE 
OTHER 

Partially 
No 

U Unknown 

DEFECTS 
(Circle One More) 
SHOULDERS LOW 
SHOULDERS HIGH 
HOLES. BUMPS. ETC. 
LOOSE MATERIAL ON 
SURFACES 
ROAD UNDER CONST. 
NONE 
OTHER 

ROADWAY DIVIDED BY" 
(Circle One For Vehicle) 

MEDIAN CONSTRUCTION 
CONCRETE 
ROUGH SURFACE 
EARTH 
PAINTED 

MEDIAN BARRIER 
CONCRETE 
METAL GUARDRAIL 
FENCE 

CHARACTER 
2(Circle One For Each Veh) 

Strli•ht Ll•ml 
Straight Down Grade 
Strli•! Up Grade 
Sirrah! Hillcrelt 

Cu• Level 

Curve Down Grade 
Curve Up Grade 
Cu•e Hillcr•t 

Vehidel Trav•i• • Ro•. 
V•l No t(•ircle One 

SUMMONS NUMBER 

ROADWAY LANES 
(Circle One For Vehicle) 

ONE LANE 
TWO LANES 
THREE LANES 
FOUR LANES 
FIVE LANES 
SIX LANES OR MORE 
UNPAVED (Any Width) 
ALLEY 

Ym Yes 
ONE STREET: 

No No FUNCTIONING No •o 
NAME OF PERSON CHARGED CONTRIBUTING CI RCUMSTANCE(S) 

CONTRIBUTING CIRCUMSTANCE(S) 

FIRST AID BY 

-SUMMON• NUMBER NAME OF PERSON CHARGED 

NAM• OF INVESTIGATING OFFICER BADGE NUMBER POLICE AGE NCY 

I•IAME 
OF OTI•ER OFFICER(S) SCENE BADGE NUMBERiS) AGENCY 

"THE DATA 0N THISREPORT REFLECTS BEST KNOWLEDGE,OPINION COVERING 
IS MADE AS TO THE FACTUAL ACCURACY THEREOF 

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGI ATING OFFICER DATE 

Police O Other 

Unknown 

Doctor None 

VI•Iol• OBSCI•IRED 
(C•rcle One For Eech Veh.) 

01 01 

02 02 

O6 O6 

07 07 

O8 08 

09 09 

10 10 

12 12 

13 

CONTRIBUTING 
10 No Improper Driving 26 Wrong Side of Road 

ViolatiOnS 27 Pm,ng On 
12 Imp. Backing 20 Pining Curve 
13 Changing Lanet Imp. 29 -Other Improp•' P•zling 

Parkzng Improperly 30 Turning Unlawfully 
15 Failure D,m Libel 31 Dr•wng Safety Zone 
16 L=gt•ts Improper 32 Pm Stpd. School Bus 
17 Unsafe Cond. 33 

Dr•vlng Wrong 34 Othe• Moving 
Sig. Imp Sig 

Following Too CIolely 3• Ped•ltfmn 
21 Defective F•Jlty [qutpment 

Exceeding Speed •8 Walkzng 
Exceedm9 Sl•d 39 M•n.Sp,eed 
Disregard Sign S•g. Racing Hw•, 

2.5 No Right Way Driv undo' 

NOT OBSCURED 

RAIN. SNOW, ICE. ETC. 
WINDSHIELD 

]REES, CROPS, BUSHES. 
ETC, 

BUILDING(S) 

EMBANKMENT 

SIGNBOARD 

LCREST 

PARKED VEHICLE(S) 

MOVING VEHICLE(S) 
BLINDED BY HEADLIGHTS 

BLINDED BY SUNLIGHT 

OTHER 

-UNKNOWN ClRCUMSTANCE(Si 
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Name 
3 

Taken to 

VIRGINIA UNIFOEM T•Af:FIC ACCiOENT REPORT 

SUPPLEMENTAL SHEET 
Address 

Age 

SHEET OF 
Veh. Seat- Seat ,Sex ,No. in• Belt 

Taken by 

4 
Name 

Taken to Taken by 

5 
Name 

Taken to Taken by 

SHEETS(S) 
•jec- Ir•-IFirsl 
,tion iury •Aidb 

6 

7 

Taken to 

Name 

Taken by 

Address 

Taken to Taken by 

8 
Name Address 

Taken to Taken by 

9 
Name 

Taken to 

Address 

Taken by 

Name 
10 

Taken to 

I1 
Name 

Taken to 

Name 
12 

Taken to 

Address 

Taken by 

Address 

Taken by 

Address 

Taken by 

DESCRIBE WHAT HAPPENED (Refer to vehicles by number) 



Diagram Scale 1 inch (20 feet) 
10 feet) 

signature 0;I Reporting Officer(s) 

Location 

Badge N(•. Rel:)orl•ing P'olic• Agency 

Time 

DATE 



Attachment B 

VIRGINIA'S UNIFORM 
TRAFFIC ACCIDENT REPORT 

MODEL. FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE POLICE 
STATE OF VIRGINIA 

POLICE OFFICER'S 
iNSTRUCTION MANUAL 

FOR INVESTIGATING. 
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS 



INTRODUCTION 

The instructions in this manual have been prepared to provide guidance 
for fillingout the Virginia Uniform Traffic Accident Report Form. 

The Virginia Uniform Traffic Accident Report Form complies with H(S)B### 
Patron $ ##. #-##. # (197#) -of the Virginia Legislature. 

This new form will be used by all police within the State including State, 
County, and Municipal police responsible for investigating and reporting accidents. 

Traffic accident reports submitted by investigating officers are the most im- 
portant source of information for departments and agencies concerned with traffic 
safety. 

A detailed study of this manual will save the reporting officers time and effort 
at the accident scene. It will also aid them in filing complete, accurate reports of 
the greatest possible value to persons interested in accident prevention. 



The following sections of the Code of Virginia should be amended to read 

as follows, the underlined portion being added outright, or substituted for the 

portion in parentheses. 

§46.1-401 Report by officer investigating accident 

Every law enforcement officer who in the course of duty investigates a motor vehicle 

accident of which report must be made, either at the time of and at the scene of the 

accident or thereafter, and elsewhere, by interviewing participants or witnesses 

shall within (twenty-four hours after completing the investigation) _seventy-two 

hours from the time the accident occurred, forward a written report of 

the accident to the (Division) Headquarters of the Department of State Police. 

§46.1-403 Division to prepare and supply forms for reports 

(a) The Division shall prepare and upon request supply to police departments, 

medical examiners and sheriffs hereunder to be made to the (Division).Headquarters 

of the Department of State Police appropriate w•th respect to the persons required 

to make such reports and the purpose to be served. The required written report 

to be made by persons involved in accident s and •y investigatipg officers shall call 

_for sufficientl.y detailed information, to disclose with reference to a traffic accident•.. 

including but not limited to location of accident, probable cause, injuries to persons, 

property,.da..mage., dea..ths of persons registration of vehicles involved including license 

numb:e_r•, nam_••e _address and driver's license number of operator, highway...desig n 

and maintenance (including •igh.ting, markings, and road surface), and names and 

addresses of witnesses. 



(b) Every accident report required to be made in writing shall be made on the 

uniform accident report form approved and supplied by the Division and shall 

contain all available information required therein. 

§46.1-409 Use of accident reports mad_e • investigating officers 

Subject to the provisions of §46.1-407 all accidents reports made by investigating 

officers shall be for the confidential use of the Division and of other state agencies 

for accident prevention purposes and shall not be used as evidence in any trial, 

civil or cri'minal, arising out of any accident. The Division shall disclose from 

the reports, upon request of any person, the date, time and location of the 

accident and the names and addresses of the drivers, the owners of the vehicles 

involved, the injured persons, the witnesses and the one investigating officer. 

The Division shall tabulate and analyze all accident reports and shall 

publish annually or at more frequent intervals statistical information based thereon 

as to the number and circumstances of traffic accidents. The Department of State 

Police shall make available to the Division all accident reports so that the Division 

m•y obtain sufficient detailed information so as to provide data for surveiilances of 

traffic for detection and correction of high or potentia...lly high accident locations. 



VIRGINIA UNIFORM FIC ACCIDENT REPORT 

ACCIDENT SINGLE MOTOR VEHICLE PEDESTRIAN 
• 

TWO OR MORE MOTOR VEHICLES OBJECT •--" 
INVOLVED OVERTURNED IN ROAD PEDALCYCLE t • } RANOFF ROAD&OVERTURNED ROADWAY OR•(FT 

¢N• (C,rcle One RAN OFF ROAD MOTORCYCLE• OTHER EDGE OF ROADWAY • ONST•EET.•OAO•'• AT 'NT•RSECT'ONOF•ImWEEN AND •"cE 

lq JI STREETO. ROAD sT"PET°RE°A° •• 
FEET •• 

•cooe •cooe• •tl•es N ESWo• • cITYORTO• Q•J •• C•TROLLED ACCE• ROAD[I • •AIgROAD ENTRANCE RAMP N ES W BOUNO•NE 
L•ATION (Circle O•l: FR•• •TERCH•NGE EXIT 

ORIVER'$ FULL NAME (19) STREET ORR.FD. & T•-•'E ZiP OAT 

'DRIVER NUMBER AUTO' •TORCYI• LICENSE I•|CENSE TYPE 
REG. TRUCK 

40THERTR=•SJ :LEARNERNONE •• 
• •cu,,,•• •,v-.,t•o. DRIV•, cO•'•,TION": N0 APP•T DEFECTS 

FATIGUED _•KNOWN "0• •'•'•'•• 
(Circle O• APPARENTLY ASLEEP PHiL DEFECTS • •:.g;,,:.. ;] 

DRIVE• DRINK•.•S • •NKNOWN • TYPE ••EN • ••S 
RE F••T I CONTR IBU•G ••TANCEIS 

•RIE• •••s • UNK• V•J• ••j 
.N. INS•TION CURR• -•E C•C•N• (3• [• !(•)• (•) I•T,F,CA, 

E: 2-EXPI, 
R••-UNKNOW 

N 
• •4••(•3) 

•'S NA• STREET O• •.F.O./• C,TV ,•E Z,P •,' EST, 

TYPE' 01 AUTO 
N"-PANEL :PICKUP 

O,- COMM. 

BUS••• 
10- M<YCLE SAFETY EQUIP. 

USED: 
YES .O 

V•• CIRCLE P•T OF 
02-PEDALCYCLE "- TR. TRACTOR "- •H•L BUI•71 •• imply. (C rcle 0•) [/•////•////// 
03 STA WAGON • OTHER TReK • OTHER 

BUS• • 
12 OTHER 

"SPECIAL USE" 0,-NONE 
•-'MILITARY .-FARMU••7-WRECKE 

R .- DRIVER 
TRAININ• •//•• • i•' 

(CircleD.) 02-TAXI •--AMBULA•E .--•LICE ••-FIR•HTING 10-GOV'T tl-OTHER• •/•• ". •.•/ 
A•ACHMENT: NON• 3- 

SEM,.TR•,LER 
FARM TRAILER • •- •AMPER 

TRAILER 9- PETROLEUM TANKER 
'••• • 

(Circ• One) MOBILE H•E UTILITY TRAILER TRAILER ••- T•ED •VEH. OTHER__•••• 
DEFECTS: ,-NONE 

3-LIGHTs 5-STEERING 7-TURNSIGNALS •NOTKNO•• • DEFECT Co••ToAcc. • • 
(Circle O Mo.) 2- B•KES HORN 6---WIPERS TIRES OTHER•• CODES •/• • •'• 

TO REPAIR YES NO • SLIGHT 2- .ooe•J- SEVERE kuoJ • to # •.,-',•",,• 
VEHICLE TOWED'BY WH•• TO •• TOTAL •CUPAN• • 

•m • • .• THIS UNIT' 

= 

DRIVERORPEDE•SN•E STREET OR R•O• "CITY&STAT•' 
z,, 

0RIVER LICENSE •R STATE ••UTO 3-MOTORCYCLE LEARNER LICE•E RESTRICTIONIS1 ••••omp L I/Tr=" 2-REG. T•K 4-OT•R• B-NONE__ ••••l •ES NO 

PATI DRIVER OR NE NO DRIVER OR PED NKNOWN •• • •65• •• A.ARENT•Y •LEEP l•L PHYSICAL DEFECT 

•Ri•ER O• DRINKIN•=S NO •N •/////• TYPE TE•N •/////• TES•• eEeU• •T SOBRIETY: 
= u__ow, 

t6e) !, 
MAKE •OY ,R NT NONE LICE•G NUMBER • YEAR YEAR •. INS•iON cu • 

/ ICERTIFICATE" 2- EXPIRED UNKNOWN 

OwNER'• NAHE STRE•T OR R.f.D. CITY t STATE ZiP SPEEO LIMIT ESTIMATED •PEED 

MPH 

TYPE o, 
-,U"TO 

,- ,,•E•,,•U, 0,- •O----. B•S • ,0-.•CLE •AFE, EOU,,. •SE• •ES .O 
••• CmCLE POINT OF 

c,=t• 
o• ST•WAGO• • OTHe• T•UCK • OTHE. BUS • [• •a OT.•n •• • 

SPECIAL USE: 01 NONE 03- MILITARY . FARM USE 0, W"ECKE" • ORIVE. TRAINING 
'•//•//• 

• • 

A•ACHMENT" 
NONE 

SEMI-TRAILER 
-FARM TRAILER 7- CAMPER TRAILER 

•'•TROLEUM 
TANKER 

••• "', 
(C,rcle O.) MOBILE .OME UTILITY TRAILER TRAILER WITH •AT TOWED •TOR VEH. OTHER •//•///• 
DEFECTS: NONE LIGHTS STEERING TURN SIGNALS 9- NOT KNOWN 

•/• DEFECT C•ntri•t• A•. •" • 
(Circle O Mo.) BRAKES HORN WIPERS TIRES OTHER •//• CODES ""-• 
DAMAGESEV'ERITY' ARE•,S, OAM•GEOCU. C--' APP•OX,•ATEC•T VEHICLES TOWED AWAY 

SEVERE JT•EE•I:R $• --t;•• C•E•ANT•O HIC• •WE2O B•E• TE 

(Circle O• For E•h V•ic•) 

01 01-.-GoingStrai•tA'= . .-P.ng • • •-Av.i•AnimiorV.,cl. 13 13-U • tf•/RidlngA• 
02 02 SIow'• SiDing • = St.. From ,• IT •l 10 10 •, • •- R•lng 

03 03 Start Traffic L• 07 07 •,m,m P•-L•IIv• 11 ium'• 15 15 Pmkin9 • • 

i ,, 
o... 

,-<,•., c<o,.,.•: 1: DARK. 2- 
LI'AHT RETRO-REFLECTIVE •ATERIALS: 1-CLOTHING 2-ITEMS NONE 

• CZar Wo• Rd• •o•way 
02 Cr•sm9 Othe• • St•dm9 Ro•w 

• Pig OTHE• 

WtTNE• FULL NAME ADDRESS 
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 Motorcycle 
Pedalcycle 

O Other 

U Unknown 

Pedes•ria• 

NAME 

1 TAKEN TO 

NAME 

TAKEN TO 

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL 

SEAT BELTS 
LAP BELT ONLY LAP & SHOULDER BELT 
N None Installed Not 

Fa•tlmed G Lap Only 
U Unfastened M Both Belts Used 
D Not Rermrted Not Reported 

EJECTED 

Ye• 

Partially 
N• 

U 

INJURY 
Killed 

signs in|ury, bleeding 
distorted member, had from 

Other visible injury, bruited, abrasions, 
swelling, limping, 

injury complaint of pain 
momentary uncon•ciousnet-¢, 

TAKEN BY 

VEHICLE N MILES N W TO 

FIRST AID BY 

Police O Other 

Attend Unknown 

O- Doctor None 

DESCRIBE WHAT HAPPENED (REFER TO VEHICLES BY NUMBER) 

LIGHT WEATHER 
(Circle One) (Circle One) 
DAYLIGHT CLEAR 

SS 

DARKNESS, RD. SNOWING 
LIGHTED SLEETING 

HAILING 

LOCALE 
(Circle One) 

SHOULDERS LOW OPEN__COUNTRY S"OJI•e•S HIGH •-•q•.•A HO•i•I•UI•PS, ETC. S•BUSINESS LO••ERIAL ON 
MF•.•USTR,AL SUR•.• 
SCH•L PLAY'D ROAD UNDER CONST. 

OTHER NONE 
OTHER 

CHARACTER TRAFFIC CONTROL 
2(Circle One For Each V•) (Circle One For Each Vehicle) 

Straight- STOP SIGN 
Straight Down Grade STOP & GO SIGNAL • Up Grade YIEL• 
•1 O •3•=j •I]F AGMAN 

•ev., RRC_•GATES 
Curve Down Grade RR FLA'•'WtNG LIGHTS 

Curve Up Grade NONE 
OTHER 

Ye• Yes Traveling Same Rdwnf. 
No FUNCTIONING 

OF OTHER OFFICER(S) SCENE 

REFLECTS BEST KNOWLEDG 
IS MADE AS TO THE FACTUAL ACCURACY THEREOF 

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATING OFFICER 

NAME OF PERSON 

ROADWAY LANES 
(Circle One For Each Vehicle) 

ONE LANE 
TWO LANES THR•S 
FOU•• 
FIVE• 
SIX LANES OR MORE 
UNPAVED (Any Widthl 
ALLEY 

• 
ONE STREET: 

No No 

DEFECTS CONSTRUCTION CONDITION 
(Circle One More) (Circle One For Each Vehicle) For Each 

ETE 

ICY 

DIRT MUDDY 

OTHER HAZARDOUS 

MATERIAL 

ROADWAY DIVIDED BY" 
(Circle One For Each Vehicle) 

MEDIAN CONSTRUCTION 
CONCRETE 
ROUGH.,•FACE 
EART•I•=BB •" 
PAIN[I•J •rl 

A N•_:_R_..• 
CONCREI"r 
METAL GUARDRAIL 
FENCE 
OTHER 

POLICE 

VISION OBSCURED 
(Circle O•l•ch Veh,) 

01 01 NO1-OBSCURED 

02 02 RAIN. SNOW. ICE. ETC. 
ON WINDSHIELD 

03 03 TREES. CROPS. BUSHES. 
ETC, 

04 04 BUILDING(S) 

05 05 EMBANKMENT 

06 06 SIGNBOARD 

07 07 HILLCREST 

08 08 PARKED VEHICLE(S) 

09 09 MOVING VEHICLE(S) 

10 10 BLINDED BY HEADLIGHTS 

BLINDED SUNLIGHT 

12 12 OTHER 

13 UNKNOWN 

CONTRIBUTING CIRCUMSTANCE (S) 
Improper Driving 26 Wrong 

27 Passing On 
12 Imp. Backing 28 Passing 

Changing Imp. Othe• Improper Passing 
Parking Improgerly•30 Unlawfully 

15 Failure O•m L.•ffs -•q•,- Orlwng Safety Zone 
16 Light= Improper •21 P•" Stpd. 

U,,•,Co• • 
Driving Wrong •llli•le• Moving 
NoSig Imp. S•g. 35 

:20 Following Closely 
21 Defechve Brat(es Faulty Equipment 
22 .ceed,ng Speed 38 Walking 
23 Exceeding Safe Speed 39 Speed 

Disregard Sign Sig. 40 Racing Hwy. 
R•gh! Way 



VIRGINIA 
UNIFORM TRAFFIC ACCIDENT REPORT 

SUPPLEMENTAL SHEET 
•,ST NO, 34 REVo 1/71 

Name Address 

Taken to (•• Taken by 

Name Address 
, 

•_L_•.. J.. 1 
Taken to Taken by 

Name Address | | 
5 __J_____• _1_ _! 

Taken to Taken by 

"ame' Address 

:•! Taken to Taken by 

• Name 'Address / / 
•.7 •.. _L.._I 
• Taken to Taken by 
• 8'- Name 
,• 

Address 
_.•L____• 

< 
Taken to Taken by 

•i-- Name Address _...L..• L J 
• 

9 Tak•--•""•• • 
-Name Address 
10 

Taken to Taken by 

•'-Name Address 

Taken to Taken by 

DESCRIBE WHAT HAPPENED (Refer to vehicles by number) 

SHEET OF 
Veh. Seat- Seat 

Age Sex No. ing Belt 

SHEETS(S) 
Eiec -• In-rFirst 
|ion jury Aidb)i 

I 

L L L_ 



Diagram Scale 1 in 

•.•• 
(20 feet) 
10 feet) 

Signatureof Reporting Officer(s) 

Location 

Reporting Police •gency• 
Time 

A.M. 

DATE -Month(•J• Year 



G E • E R A L I N S T .R U C T I 0 N S 

i. PRINT or TYPE all information clearly. Use black 
ink ONLY. 

2. Leave no blank spaces. If a question does not apply, 
"Cross" it out • unless the word "None" is spec- 
ified in the spec• instructions. 

3. Circle the appropriate numbers where indicated to 
do so. 

4. Use additional report forms where more than two (2) 
vehicles, more than two (2) injuries, or more than 

one (I) pedestrian are involve•.. Number them pro- 
perly and fasten them together securely. 

5. Be sure you report the full name of all persons 
involved. Make sure the driver's name is the same 

as listed on the driver's license. If the driver's 
true name is different from that shown on the lic- 

ense, the difference should be explained in the nar- 

rative section on the back of the report. If the 
driver is unlicensed, the full name should be record- 
ed. A married woman's name should be given as Mary 
Smith Brown, not as Mrs. John D. Brown. 

6. The boundaries of an intersection are real or imag- 
inary lines drawn at right angles to the roadways 
from the points of intersection of the edge of road- 

ways. The cross-hatched areas shown below indicate 
intersection areas. 



For the purpose of this report only 200 feet of 
the merging traffic lane will be considered as the 
intersection. 

NOTE: Privately maintained roads, alleys, 
or driveways are not part of.an 
intersection. 

7. Be sure to make vehicle numbers, etc., on both the 
front and back of all forms used correspond with the 
numbers shown on the diagram. 

8. Every reasonable effort should be made to obtain 
factual information. However, if this is not pos- 
sible, investigating officers should use their best 
judgment and record their considered opinions as 
information (e. g. contributing circumstances" ). 
This should be done, even though it may not be pos- 
sible to substantiate this recorded information or 
have sufficient prosecuting evidence. 

9. If additional space is needed for diagram, injuries, 
or remarks, use the supplementary diagram, injury and 
remarks form. (AST- 34) 

I0. The shaded areas on this report are to be used by 
the Data Processing Unit of the Department of 

EXAMPLE: 

ll. Do not write in the area to either side of the head- 
ing on the report. When a hit and run or an incom- 
plete or corrected report is involved, remarks indi- 
cating such are entered on AST 27 above the heading, 

UNIFORM TRAFFIC ACCIDENT REPORT." 

VIRGINIA UNIFORM TRAFFIC ACCIDENT REPORT 

SHADED AREAS TO BE USED BY DATA PROCESSING ONLY SHEET OF SHEETIS1 
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12. The original copy of this completed report should be .forwarded promptly to 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE POLICE 

DATA PROCESSING UNIT 

P. O. BOX 27472 

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23261 

B-II 



•HEET OF 

•HEET(S) 

SHEET OF SHEET(S) If it is necessary to 
use more 

•han 
one form because of the number of vehi- 

cles involved, persons injured, or other reasons, use 
additional forms. 

EXAMPLE: Two (2) sheets used for accident, so, 
First sheet: SHEET .i OF 2 SHEET(S) 
Second sheet: SHEET 2 OF 2 SI-•ET (S) 

DATE Enter date on which accident occurred, giving 
month, day of month, and year. Use numerals only. 

COUNTY CODE NUMBER Write the number of the county 
in which the accident occurred using the county code 
listed below. 

Accomack 010 Bedford I00 

Albemarle 0 20 Bland 110 

Allegany 0 30 Bote•our t 120 

Amelia 040 Brunswick 130 

Amber st 0 50 Buchanan 140 

-Appoma•ox 0 60 

Arlington 0 7 0 

Buckingham 150 

Campbel• 160 

Augusta 080 Caroline 1-70 

Bath 090 Carroll 180 
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Charles City 190 Highland 450 Powhatan 710 

Charlotte 200 Isle of Wight 460 Prince Edward 720 

Chesterfield 210 James City 470 Prince George 730 

Clarke 220 King George 480 Prince William 740 

Craig 230 King and Queen 490 Pulaski 75O 

•ulpeper 240 King William 500 Rappahannock 760 

Cumber land 250 Lancaster 510 Richmond 770 

Dickenson 260 Lee 520 Roanoke 780 

Dinwiddie 270 Loudoun 530 Rockbridge 790 

Essex 280 Louisa 540 Rockingham 8OO 

Fairfax 290 Lunenburg 550 Russell 810 

Fauquier 300 Madison 560 Scott 820 

Floyd 310 Mathews 570 Shenandoah 830 

Fluvanna 320 Mecklenburg 580 Smyth 840 

Franklin 330 Middlesex 590 Southampton 85O 

Frederick 340 Montgomery 600 Spotsylvania 860 

Giles 350 Nansemond 610 Stafford 870 

Gloucester 360 Nelson 620 Surrey 880 

Goochland 370 New Kent 630 Sussex 890 

Grayson 380 Northampton 640 Tazewell 900 

Greene 390 Northumberland 650 Warren 910 

Greensville 400 Nottoway 660 Washington 920 

Halifax 4 I0 Orange 670 Westmoreland 930 

Hanover 420 Page 680 Wise 940 

Henrico 430 Patrick 690 Wythe 950 

Henry 440 Pittsylvania 700 York 960 
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TIME Enter time at which accident occurred as precisely as 
possible using 24 hour clock. 3:30 pm should be designated as 
15:30. 

DAY OF THE WEEK Circle the day of the week the acci- 
dent occurred. 

HIGHWAY CLASSIFICATION Circle the number which 
corresponds to the highest highway classification 
on which the accident occurred. 

The highway classification is as follows: 

i. Interstate 
2. U.S. 
3. State 
4. County 
5. City 
6. Other 

( Hi gh.est ) 

( Lowe s t ) 

EXAMPLE: Virginia 2 and U. S. 301 at Richmond 
are the same highway. Circle number 
two (2) which corresponds to U. S. 

Intrastate State C,ty 
U.S. County Othe• 

If on private property, circle number 6. 

INVOLVED bVERTURNEO IN ROAD PEDALCYCLE • /tl SAN OFF ROAD & OVERTURNED [• IN ROADWAY. OR• IFT.) FROM 
(Ci•leOne RAN OFF ROAD MOTORCYCLE •%,•,,/9 OTHER EDGE OF ROAOWAY M(we) 

TOTAL NUMBER OF VEHICLES Enter the total number of 
vehicles involved in the accident. This includes every 
device by which persons or property may be moved or 
transported. Railroad trains, pedalcycles0 and ridden 
animals are classified as vehicles. 

EXAMPLE- Car hits train, enter "2" in "Item 7" 
" and circle "i" and "9" in "Item 8, 

enter train. 

EXAMPLE- Car hits pedalcycle, enter "2" in "Item 
I! 7, circle "1" and "5" in "Ite• 8". 

ACCIDENT INVOLVED-- Circle one (I) or more to comple- 
tely describe what factors the accident involved, includ- 
ing first harmful event and all subsequent events. 
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EXAMPLE" A single vehicle (auto, truck, motor- 
cycle, etc. may run off the roadway 
and strike apedestrian: therefore, 
circle numbers i, 3, and 4 to des- 
cribe the factors the accident in- 
volved. 

Circle number 9 for any other events and specify the 
event (e. g., Railroad train, person or load falling 
from vehicle, vehicle fire, explosion, discharge of 
firearm within the vehicle, etc. 

Circle number 0 if any of the involved vehicles strike 
a fixed object. If the object is in the roadway, check 
the box provided. If the fixed object is not in the 
roadway, measure the distance from it to the outside 
edge of the roadway and enter the distance on the appro- 
priate line. The roadway is considered to be that por- 
tion of the highway which is improved, designed, or or- 
dinarily used for vehicular travel, exclusive of any 
paved shoulder or emergency parking lanes. 

ST R T, ROAD. O•g'•4• A T INTERSECTION OF OR 

S•EET 
OR ROAD STREET O• RO•O 

CODE CODE 

ON Enter the Highway Number (use the highway number 
of the LOWEST classification) or the highway name if 
not numbered on the highway on which the accident oc- 
curred. 

EXAMPLE: Between Richmond and Dawn, U.S. 301 and 
Virginia 2 are the same highway. Show on 

your report the accident happening on 
Virginia 2. 

Also, use the lowest State highway or County road 
number when the highway serves as either two (2) or 

more highways of the same classification. 
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EXAMPLE: Between Barnes Jt. and Chase City, Virginia 47 
and Virginia 92 are the same highway. 
Show on •your report the accident hap- 
pening On Virginia 47. 

Also, use the name of the highway or street when the 
accident occurs within the city limits of any town, 
or city. 

EXAMPLE- Fort Avenue_ and U. S. 29 are the same highway within the city limits of Lynch- 
burg. Show on your report the acci- 
dent •appening on Fort Avenue. 

When an accident occurs on Private Property, write in 
the location. 

EXAMPLE- "Stanton Parking Lot" then cross out 
"It•ns 10, 11, 12, and 16." 

AT Enter the highway number or name,of the inter- 
secting highway or street if within the city limits. 
If the accident happened within the boundaries of the 
intersection, refer toGENERAL INSTRUCTIONS, Item No. 
6. 

NOTE: If the accident did not happen at an 
intersection then enter the highway 
number or name of the nearest intersect- 
ing highway. 

AND-- If the accident did not happen at an intersection 
then in order to locate the accident, the two (2) near- 
est intersections must be listed. As in No. i0, enter 
the highway number or street name of the nearest inter- 
secting highway in the opposite direction of the one (i) 
named in Item No. i0. 

EXAMPLE- An accident occurs on Virginia 46 between 
V•rginia 40 and Virginia 137. 

MILEPOST-- If mileposts exist, give the milepost loca- 
tion. .DO NO.T ESTIMAT E DISTANCE, use your odometer. 
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EXAMPLE" a. Accident occurs 0.25 miles beyond 
marker 131 in the direction of 
stationing of the mileposts. The 
location will be 131 + .25 or 

b. Accident occurs 0.65 miles before 
milepost marker 131 in the direction 
of stationing of the mileposts. The 
location will be 131 .65 or 

NOTE: Where applicable always use mileposts in 
preference to, and in addition to, any of 
the other location methods. 

To be entered by the supervisor. 

To be entered by the supervisor. 

To be entered by the supervisor. 

IF NOT AT INTERSECTION If the accident is not at an intersection, and the highway is not mileposted, then 
the location must be pinpointed in relation to the near- 
est intersection. THIS IS ONE OF THE THREE (3) OR FOUR 
(4) MOST IMPORTANT ITEMS OF INFORMATION ON THE ENTIRE 
ACCIDENT REPORT. PLEASE GET IT RIGHT. 

* Accident site within 1/10 mile (approximately 
500 feet) of any intersection---Measure the 
distance from the nearest intersection to the 
nearest foot. Also, circle appropriate letter 
for direction FROM this intersection and the 
name of this intersecting street or highway. 

EXAMPLE- Accident occurs 185 feet east of 
Vir•nia R0 make entries as follows: 
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* Accident site MORE THAN I/!0 mile (approx- 
imately 500 feet) from any intersection- 
drive to the intersection from the accident 
scene and compute the distance• using your 
odometer to the nearest i/i00 mile, as accu- rately as you can. 

EXAMPLE- Accident occurs a little over 0.5 
mile west of Virginia 197 

.., 
make entries 

as follows- 

CITY OR TOWN If the accident occurred within the 
corporate limits of a city or town, enter the name 
of the city or town. 

CONTROLLED ACCESS HIGHWAY LOCATION --This section is 
for CONTROLLED ACCESS HIGHWAYS ONLY (e. g., INTERSTATE). 
Circle the corresponding number on which the accident 
occurred MAIN ROAD, MAIN ROAD AT INTERCHANGE, ETC. 

If on "Main Road" or "Main Road at Interchange", circle 
either N, E, S, or W •D Bound Lane. 

EXAMPLE" Accident occurs on East bound lane of 
a controlled access highway. 

CONTROLLED ACCESS MAIN ROAD ROAD ENTRANCE 
LOCATION (C=rcle One): FRONTAGE RD. INTERCHANGE EXIT 

W BOUND LANE 

SIDE 

If on a frontage road, entrance ramp. or exit ramp, cir- 
cle N, E, S, or W AND side. 

EXAMPLE: Accident occurs on frontage road on 
the east side of a controlled access highway. 

LOCATION (C,,cl• One): I,•l• FRONTAGE RD INTERCHANGE EXIT 
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D R I V E R I _N _F 0 _R _M .A.A _T I_• O_.N 

R.F.D. CITY & STATE ZiP 

DRIVER'S FULL NAME-- Insert the full name of the per- 
son driving the motor vehicle at the time of the acci- dent. If licensed, the name should be entered exactly the same as shown on the driver's license. If the driver's true name is different from that shown on the driver's license, the difference should be explained in the narrative section on the back o• the report. If the driver is unlicensed, the full name shall be record- ed. A married woman's name shall be given as Mary Smith Brown, NOT as Mrs. John D. Brown. 

 
STREET OR R. F. D., CITY AND STATE, ZIP CODE Copy from driver's license if available and acknowledged to be correct. If no license, the driver gives R. F. D. number, also obtain name or number of highway on which he resides. Enter standard abbreviation for name of 
the State. (Listed in Item No. 24.) 

DATE OF BIRTH-- Enter as it appears on the license. 
If no license, enter month, day of month, and year. Use numerical designation only for date of birth. 

SEX-- Enter "M" for male and "F" for female. 

RACE Enter "W" for White (Caucasian) 
Enter "N" for Negro 
Enter "O" for other 
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TYPE" 
REG. TRUCK k""•'¢ OTHER TRUCK NONE 

DRIVER LICENSE NUMBER Be sure to copy this comple- 
tely and above.all, accurately. It is very important 
to guard against a mis-copy. 

If the driver is suspended, cancelled, or revoked, 
write •.the status in lieu of driver license number, 
and in "Item 24" (State), enter state in which he 

was suspended or revoked. If no license, write NONE 
in "Item 23" and cross our "Item 24". Circle number 
6 (NONE) in "Item 25", and cross our "Items 26 and 27." 

THIS IS ONE (i) OF THE THREE (3) ORFOUR (4) MOST IM.- 
PORTANT ITEMS OF INFORMATION ON THE ENTIRE ACCIDENT 
REPORT. PLEASE GET IT RIGHT. 

STATE Enter standard abbreviation for name of State 
that issued the driver's license. 

Alabama AL 

Alaska AK 

Arizona AZ 

Arkansas AR 

California CA 

Colorado C0 

Connecticut CT 

Delaware DE 

Florida FI 

Georgia G•. 

Hawaii HI 

Idaho Ir 

Illinois II 

Indiana 

Iowa II 

Kansas 
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Kentucky 

Louisiana 

Maine 

Maryland 

Massachusetts 

Michigan 

Minnesota 

Mississippi 

Missouri 

Montana 

Nebraska 

Nevada 

New Hampshire 

New Jersey 

New Mexico 

New York 

North Carolina 

North Dakota 

Ohio 

Oklahoma 

Oregon 

Pennsylvania 

Rhode Island 

South Carolina 

South Dakota 

Tennessee 

Texas 

LA 

MI 

MS 

MO 

MT 

NB 

NJ 

NC 

OH 

OK 

OR 

PA 

RI 

SC 

SD 



Utah UT 

Vermont VT 

Vi rgini a VA 

Washington WA 

West Virginia 

Wisconsin WI 

Wyoming WY 

Other Countries 

TYPE Enter here type of operator license by vehicle class and 
restrictions. Vehicle class will be A, B, or C, and restrictions 
will be 0, X, or 1 9. 

Example: If driver is licensed to operate automobile 
and motorcycle, and must have corrective 
lenses, "CX •' should be entered for "type." 

LICENSE RESTRICTION Specify all restrictions as 
stated on the driver's license. Use the following code. 
If no restriction, print NONE. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

Corrective Lenses 
Automatic Clutch 
Mechanical Signals 
Knob on Steering Wheel 
Outside Mirror 
Corrective Lenses and Outside Mirror 
Motor Driven Cycle 
Other 
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RESTRICTION COMPLETED WITH If applicable, circle •Yes•! or 
•'No • to indicate if vehicle class arid restrictions were complied with. 

OCCUPATION Enter driver' s occupation ( e. g., doctor, 
driver, military, etc. ) If retired, disabled, or un- employed, enter same. 

NOTE: Do not indicate name of emploTer as occupation. 

DRIVER'S TELEPHONE NUMBER-- Enter the driver's home 
telephone number. If no home telephone number, enter 
the driver's business telephone number. Make sure to 
include the area code with all out of state numbers. 
If no home or business phone, enter "NONE." 

DRIVER' S CONDITION Circle the appropriate number 
for the driver's condition. If No. 6 is circled for 
Physical Defect, specify the defect (e.g., one leg, 
one am, cripple, etc.) 

DRIVER SOBRIETY Indicate sobriety by circling the 
appropriate word. Refer to definitions below: 

* HAD BEEN DRINKING OR USING DRUGS --It is your 
opinion that the driver had been drinking alco- 
holic beverages or taking narcotics or drugs, 
REGARDLESS OF THE RESULTS OF ANY TESTS. 

* NOT ABLE TO DETERMINE SOBRIETY It is not 
reasonablely possible to determine the sob- 
riety of the driver. "UNKNOWN" should be 
indicated AS A LAST RESORT ONLY. 

TYPE TEST GIVEN If applicable, enter the type of 
chemical sobriety test given • such as breath, blood, 
etc. If no test is given, enter "NONE" and cross 
out "Item 33" 
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TEST RESULTS If chemical test is given, circle the 
appropriate word for either "Positive" or "Negative" 
to indicate the results of the test. When blood and 
urine test results are not .available at the time the 
report is made, leave this blank. 

REFUSED TEST-- If the driver refuses to .take the chemi- 
cal test, circle the word "Yes", otherwise, circle "No". 

CONTRIBUTING CIRCUMSTANCE(S) Enter the code(s) of 
the Contributing Circumstance (s). (The Contributing 
Circumstance(s) Code is listed on the reverse side of 
the report form. See Section iii of this manual. ) 
List Contributing Circumstance(s) in order of their 
importance NOT to exceed a total-.of four (4) for 
each driver. 
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YEAR-- Enter last two (2) digits of year model. 

MAKE Enter code for make. Common codes are listed 
below: 

American Motors Amer 

Buick Buic 

Cadillac Cadi 

Chrysler Chry 

Chevrolet Chev 

Dodge Dodg 

Ford Ford 

Imperial Impe 

Jeep Jep 

Lincoln Linc 

Mercedes-Benz Merz 

Mercury Merc 

Nash Nash 

Ol dsmobi I e O1 ds 

Opel Opel 

Phymouth Plym 

Pontiac Pont 
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Rambler 

Renault 

Ramb 

Rena 

Simca Sim 

Studebaker Stu 

Toyota Toyt 

Triumph Triu 

Volkswagen Yolk 

Volvo Volv 

MOTORCYCLES 

Allstate Alls 

B. M. W. BMW 

B. S. A. BSA 

Bridgestone Brid 

Cushman Cush 

Harley-Davidson 

Honda Hond 

Kawasaki Kawk 

Matchless Mtch 

Montgomery Ward Rivs 

Rollfast Roll 

Sears Sear 

Suzuki Suzi 

Triumph Triu 

Yamaha Mama 

TRUCKS 

Autocar Auto 
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Brockway Broc {•:• • O 

Chevrolet Chev 

Diamond T. Diat 

Dodge Dodg 

Ford Ford 

Freightliner Frht 

G. M.C. GMC 

International INTL 

Kenworth KW 

Mack Mack 

Peterbuilt PTRB 

REO REO 

Volkswagon Volk 

White Whit 

BODY-- All trucks are to be coded TK: all motor- 
cycles are to be coded MC: all buses are to be 
coded BS: all ridden animals are to be coded RA: 
all pedalcycles are to be coded PC: all trains are 
to be coded TN. Other body styles are listed below: 

Coach CH 

Convertible CV 

Coupe CP 

Hardtop 2 Door 2T 

Hardtop 4 Door 4T 

Limousine LM 

Open Body OB 

Retractable Hardtop 

Roadster RD 
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Sedan 2 Door 

Sedan 4 Door 

Station Wagon 

4D 

SW 

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER-- Enter as shown on vehicle 
Identification plat. This infom'nation is II•ORTANT. 
PLEASE GET IT RIGHT. 

INSPECTION CERTIFICATE Examine the windshield of 
the vehicle for determining inspection information. 
If the windshield has been destroyed, and this infor- 
mation cannot be determined, indicate as "Unknown." 

LICENSE TAG NUMBER Copy the full number from the 
plate and compare with registration card if available. 
If vehicle has no license tags, enter "None." 

STATE Enter standard abbreviation for name of state 
which issued the license tags. If no tag, enter "None." 

" enter 0 C If "Other Country, 

YEAR-- Enter last two (2) digits of the year as shown 
on the licnese tags. If no tag, enter "None." 

•OWNER'S I•ll•E [ 

OWNER'S NAME, STREET OR R. F. D., CITY AND STATE, ZIP 
CODE Obtain the CURRENT INFORMATION from regis- 
tration card, driver, or other available source. Use 
the standard abbreviation for states listed in Item 
Number 24. 

SPEED LIMIT Enter the lawful speed limit (in miles 
per hour) for this vehicle at the sit____•e of the accident. 

ESTIMATED SPEED Enter the Estimated Speed (in miles 
per hour) of this vehicle before the emergency arose. 
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TYPE" o• AUTO 04 PANEL-P,CX•.'7• 07 COMM. BUS 
02 PEDALCYCLE .06 TR. TRACTORk"-r IJ 08 SCHOOL BUS 

(C•rcb Of•) 
03 STA WAGON (• OTHER TRUCK OQ OTHER BUS 

10 M-CYCLE SAFETY EQUIP. USED: YES NO 
11 FARM MACH. •• 
12 OTHER 

TYPE Circle the type of this vehicle by the listed 
categories. If not listed, circle "Other" and specify 
the type on the line provided. 

EXAMPLE: Motor home Hearse 

If motorcycle is indicated, also circle "Yes" or "No" 
to indicate if the driver was using ALL of the requir- 
ed motorcycle safety equipment. 

SPECIAL USE" o, NONE 03 MILITARY 06 FARM f•, •'• 07 WRECKER 09- DRIVER TRAINING 
(Circle One) 02 TAXI 04 AMBULANCE 06 POLICL• • 08 FIRE FIGHTING 10 -GOV'T 11 OTHER 

SPECIAL USE Circle what the vehicle is being used 
for at the time of the accident. If no special use, 
circle "None." If other than those listed, circle 
"Other" and SPECIFY on the line provided. 

EXAMPLE: Pickup Camper 

|ATTACHMENT:t-NONE 3- SEMI-TRAILER FARM 
TRAILER• 

CAMPER TRAILER PETROLEUM TANKER 

(Circle One) MOBILE HOME UTILITY TRAILER TRAILER WITH TOWED MOTOR VEH, 0- OTHER 

ATTACHMENT-- If vehicle has no attachment, circle 
"None." If the attachment is not listed, circle 
"Other" and SPECIFY on the line provided. 

DEFECTS: NONE UGHTS 
STEE•• 

TURN S, GNA• ,- NOT KNOWN 

(Circle One ...•,.,.,.,.,.,.,.•_ BRAKES HORN WlPEl•,• TIRES OTHER 

DEFECTS Circle defects, in the vehicle equipment that. 

were present at the time of the accident, whether the 
defect contributed to the accident or not. If the de- 
fect noted is not listed, circle "Other" and SPECIFY 
the defect. If you are unable to determine defects 
because of damage, circle "Not Known". 

Circle "None" only when you are certain that no defects 
existed. 

DEFECT CONTRIBUTED TO ACCIDENT Indicate defects code(s) 
that contributed to the accident. If none contributed, 
cross out this space. 
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DAMAGE SEVERITY-- Indicate the vehicle damage by 
SLIGHT, MODERATE, OR SEVERE. Refer to definitions 
below: 

I. SLIGHT No visible damage or vehicle 
damage is of a minor nature 
(i.e., bumper bent, fender 
bent, etc. ) Vehicle must be 
safely driveable to be in this 
category. 

2 MODERATE Vehicle damage is more severe than 
slight. The vehicle is not safely 
driveable: but it is economically 
feasible to repair the vehicle. 

3. SEVERE Vehicle damage is extreme. The vehi- 
cle is not economically feasible to 
repair. 

AREA(S) DAMAGED (USE CODES) Indicate the number (s) 
of the areas of the vehicle that are noticeablely dam- 
•aged. Refer to the automobile diagram on the report 
form for codes. List all areas damaged: e.g. 0, i, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 

EXAMPLE: The vehicle is hit on the right side 
and the right rear; therefore, the 
areas damaged would be entered as 3,4. 

APPROXIMATE COST TO REPAIR-- Enter the approximate 
cost to repair the vehicle: however, if the damage 
is SEVERE, enter the average used car pric4 of the 
vehicle. Do not enter the word "Total:" enter dol- 
lar value of repair or replacement. 

VEHICLE TOWED AWAY Circle whether or not the vehicle 
was towed away from the accident scene. If "No" is cir- 
cled, cross out Sections 56 and 56A. 

VEHICLE TOWED BY WHOM-- Enter the company or name of 
the person who removed the vehicle from the accident 
scene. 
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 TO WHERE Vehicle storage place after the accident. 
Enter the name of the company, city, and state. 

TOTAL OCCUPANTS THIS UNIT Enter the total number 
of persons in this ,vehicle at the time of the accident. 

CIRCLE POINT OF. 
•N•T•AL IMPACT 

UNDERCARRIAGE 

CIRCLE POINT OF INITIAL IMPACT By circling proper 
numbered block, indicate the INITIAL impact area of 
vehicle. Circle only one (i) If non-collision with 
no impact, cross out and explain in narrative, e.g. 
car burning, or load falling from vehicle. The vehi- 
vle in the damage and impact code is to represent a 
complete unit regardless of size or attachments. 
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INFORMATION 

UNIT ,•t 2 [• PEDESTRIAN 

Indicate in this section whether it is for a second 
unit. This includes trains, pedalcycles, ridden an- 
imals, and vehicles parked on highway or right of way. 
Indicate pedestrian by checking appropriate box. 

NOTE: If two (2) or more pedestrians are invol- 
ved in the accident use Unit No. 2 or 
pedestrian section on another report form 
and check the block for pedestrian. Enter 
the pedestrian number after the word ped- 
estrian. If three (3) or more vehicles 
are involved in the accident, •use another 
report form and cross out the printed unit 
number and enter the correct number. 

For accidents involving a pedalcycle rider, be sure to 
indicate "Pedalcycle" in the vehicle Type Section for 
this unit. (Section 72) 

DRIVER 
OR•:)•E•RIAN'S 

NAME STREET OR R.F.D. 

DRIVER'S OR PEDESTRIAN'S NAME Enter the name of 
the pedestrian or pedalcyclist. If unoccupied vehi- 
cle is struck on highway or right of way, enter 
"Parked" under driver's name and cross out the rest 
of the driver's information except contributing cir- 
cumstances. 

STREET OR R. F. D., CITY AND STATE, ZIP CODE Enter 
address of pedestrian or pedalcyclist as best as it 
can be determined. 

DATE OF BIRTH-- Enter month, day of month, and year. 
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SEX-- Enter "M" for male and "F" for female. 

RACE-- Enter "W" for White (Caucasi•n)o 
Enter "N" for Negro 
Enter "O" for Other 

OCCU#ATm•-'• r/II/II/•DR,VER OR i'iigSi'llllIE h61 
CONDITION NO A•IARENT DEFECTS•TIGUED UNKNOWN 

(Ci¢•leO, n•,) APPARENTLY ASLEEP PHYSICAL DEFECT 

OCCUPATION-- Enter for pedestrian or pedalcyclist as 

you did for driver in Section 28. 

DRIVER OR PEDESTRIAN'S PHONE NUMBER Indicate for 
pedestrian or pedalcyclist as you did for driver in 
Section 29. 

DRIVER OR PEDESTRIAN'S CONDITION •ndicate for 
pedestrian or pedalcyclist as you did for driver in 
Section 30. 

DRIVER OR IED DRINKIN•YES NO 
UNKNOWN r/lllll/i TYPE T•Ii•GIVEN [,,'lllll/J iF.ST i•f;,•JLT$ REFUSED TEST 'i" 6ONTRIBUTI•G •i'IIc-uMsT•N6E(Si 

• • • • xU/ 

DRIVER OR PEDESTRIAN'S SOBRIETY Indicate for pedes- 
trian or pedalcyclist as you did for driver in Section 
31. 

TYPE TEST GIVEN Enter for pedestrian or pedalcyclist 
as you did for driver in Section 32. 

TEST RESULTS Indicate for pedestrian or pedalcyclist 
as you did in section 33. 

REFUSED TEST Indicate for pedestrian or pedalcyc- 
list as you did in Section 34. 

CONTRIBUTING CIRCUMSTANCE(S) Enter for pedestrian 
or pedalcyclist as you did in Section 35. 

TYPE 01 AUTO 04 PANEL-PICKUP 07 COMM'. BUS 10 M.CYCLE SAFETY EQUIP. USED: YES NO 

02 PEDALCYCLE 0E TR. TRACTOR •,*"• 0• SCHOOL BUS 11 FARM MACH. 
C•rl•e 03 STA.WAGON 08 OTHER TRUCI• 08 OTHER BUS 12 OTHER 
One 

TYPE Circle 02 if pedalcycle is involved in the 
accident. 
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|Circle O• For E•:h Vehicle) 

02 02 SIow*• S[• • • S• From P• • 10 10 Twn• R•[ 14 14 MM•n 
03 R•,• •,• 03 03 Stm T•aff&c L• 07 07 Rm•n P• L•iy 11 11 Turm• Leh 15 t5 P•m 
• 

• • R•n Sto• • • R•n P•k• Ill•ly 12 12 a•m•  
DRIVER ACTIONS Indicate actions by circling ONE 
(i) •ER ..ONLY for each driver. Bear in mind that 
the info•ation needed must point out what the driv- 
er(s) was doing just prior to the accident and BEFORE 
E•CUTING • EVASIVE •E•ER.  
PED•CYCLE Indicate by circling one (i) n•r O•Y, 
the mov•ent of the pedalcycle just prior to the acci- 
dent and BEFO• E•CUTING • EVASI• •E•ER. 

RETRO. REFLECTIVE MATERIALS: CLOTHING ITEMS I•ONE 

PEDESTRIAN ACTIONS Indicate actions by circling once 
_(I) NUMBE.R ONLY to reveal what the pedestrian was act- 
ually doing prior to the accident 

Also, by circling appropriate numbers, indicate whether 
the pedestrian's clothing is dark or light: ans whether 
the pavement surface of the roadway is dark or light. 

NOTE- Under "retro-reflectorized materials", 
circle No. I. for retro-reflectorized 
clothing: No. 2 for retro-reflectori- 
zed items. If none, circle No. 2 for 
"None. " 

Show Owne 

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY OTHER THAN VEHICLE When property 
other than vehicles (including a domestic animal) is 
struck, name the object or objects, show ownership, 
and state the nature of damage or injury. If accident 
begins on public highway and ends on private property 
and hits a parked vehicle on private property, list 
the vehicle on private property under "Other Property 
Damage" and do not count as a vehicle. Indicate vehi- 
cle 1 as hitting a fixed object in Item 8. 

 APPROXIMATE COST TO REPAIR-- Enter the approximate 
cost of repair of damage and/or economic loss of 
animals. Do not enter the word "Total." Enter the 
dollar value. 
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|'WITNESS FULL. NAME ADDRESS'  
ADDRESS 

PHONE •0 

WITNESS INFORMATION-- Record name and address of any 
competent witness. Exclude "Drivers" and/or those 
listed under "Victims." 

WITNESS' TELEPHONE NI/MBER Enter the witness' home 
telephone number. If no home telephone number, enter 
the witness' business telephone number. 

AGE Enter the age of the witness in terms of years 
as of the last birth date. 

SEX-- For the witness' sex, enter "M" for male and 
"F" for female. 
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VICTIMS 

,•ATING SEAT BEL E T D 
LAP BELT ONLY LAP & ,SHOULDER BEL, I•, • • • M Motorcycle N None lied Not UI41d • Yes  

Ped•lcycle Fmte.•d G Lap Belt Only Uled • Partially 

I•1 • 1•1 o o,,,., u u.,,,,.,=, M Bo,,, B.,,, U,=, •N No 

• U Unknown D Not Reported Not Reported • U Unknown 

i" '•! •'l -P•tri•. i, 

IN 
JURY 

K- Killed 
A Visible signs of bleeding wound 

distorted member, had be carried from 

Other visible inlury, bruises, a•b•asions, 
swelling, liml•ng, 
No visible injury complaint o! p•in,o,r 

l"rJ 

FIRST AID BY 

Police O Other 
A Arab. Attend Unknown 
D Doctor None 

v,•. S.,,-I s., l•j.-I Fwst 
No, in• Bel,s |Ai,d By_ 

CODES Use these codes in Section 85. Do not circle 
anything in this section. 

NAME "'•DDR ESS 

2 "•AKENT O TAKEN B••• 

111 tl It 

NAME, ADDRESS Enter name and address ONLY IF OCCU- 
PANT IS INJURED (including fatally injured. ) 

TAKEN TO, TAKEN BY Give name of place where injured 
was taken (hospital, clinic, etc.) and name of ambu- 
lance service or other agency that removed the victim. 
If injured person did not require or seek transport- 
ation to a hospital, clinic, or doctor's office, cross 
this section out. 

AGE Enter age of victim in years as of last birth 
date. 

NOTE: Infants less than one (i) year of age, 
enter the number Zero (0). 

SEX-- For the victim's sex, enter "M" for male and 
"F" for female. 

VEHICLE NUMBER Enter the number of the vehicle the 
victim occupied. Enter "P" for pedestrian. 
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SEATING-- Enter the seat position code that best 
describes the victim's position in the vehicle, prior 
to the accident. Use positions 1 9 for station 
wagons, position 1 6 for standard automobiles, p•s- 
itions 1 3 for pickups, etc. 

If more than one (I) victim is occupying a seat pos- 
ition (e.g. child on lap of passenger) use the same 
code twice or as required. 

Enter an "M" for motorcycle drivers or riders. 

Enter a "B" for pedalcycle riders. 

For other vehicles such as commercial or school buses, 
trucks (with side or rear-facing seats only, etc.), 
enter an "O". 

If the seat position cannot be determined, enter an "U". 

Enter a "P" if person is a pedestrian. 

If the driver and one (1)passenger are riding in a 
vehicle equipped with bucket-seats, enter 1 for the 
driver and 3 for the passenger. 

If more than three (3) passengers are sitting abreast 
on the same seat, indicate their position by adding 
.5 to their approximate seat position. 

EXAMPLE- If four (4) passengers were occupying 
the same seat, they should be listed 
as i, 2, 2.5, and 3. 

SEATBELTS Enter the proper seat belt code as shown 
on the report form for each vehicle victim. Cross out 
this box if motorcyclists, pedalcyclist, pe,•.estrians, 
or riders of animals are involved. 

.EJECTION-- Enter the proper ejection code, as shown 
on the report form, for each vehicle victim. Cross 
this section out if motorcyclists, pedalcyclists, ped- 
estrians, or riders of animals are involved. Refer to 
the following definitions: 

CODE CLASSIFICATION 

Y 

P 

Ejection Victim totally ejected from vehicle. 

Partially ejected- Victim partially ejected 
from vehicle. 
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CODE CLASSIFICATION 

N No Victim not ejected from vehicle 

U Unknown- Not known if ejected 

INJURY-- Enter the proper injury code, as shown on 
the report form (K, A, or C as defined. 

EXAMPLE: Class A, Bleeding wound, is an open 
wound which bleeds freely. 

Class B, injuries will often just ooze 
blood. 

FIRST AID BY-- If first aid was administered AT THE 
SC.ENE, enter the proper code, as shown on the report 
form, for the person rendering it: if no first aid 
was given at the scene, enter the code "N" for "None." 
This code should indicate the person rendering the 
primary first aid. 

O, RECT,ON O, TRAVEL- VEH.CL• ,- N W W.,C.•,- N W 
M.•E• 

N W TO 

DESCRIBE WHAT HAPPENED •RSFSR To VS.,C.ES .Y NUMBER) 

DIAGRAM WHAT HAPPENED-- This section and section 87 
are the MOST IMPORTANT PARTS OF THE ENTIRE ACCIDENT 
REPORT. Draw the accident scene exactly as you ob- 
served it. Follow the instructions that are given 
on the report form, also being sure to include the 
following: 

Include arrow indicating North 
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Indicate direction of travel for vehicles by 
circling the proper numbers. Use two (2) num- 
bers for directions such as southwest, etc. 

Indicate distance in direction to nearest city 
limits. 

Objects on or off the .roadway 

Traffic Controls present 

Probable point of impact 

Vehicle numbers, pedestrian numbers, etc., MUST 
CORRESPOND WITH THOSE ON THE FRONT PAGE OF THE 
REPORT. 

If additional diagram space is required, use 
supplementary sheet AST-34. 

Indicate on diagram roadway width in feet. 

Use all symbols on page 130 template manual 

Indicate numbers or name of street or highway 

Indicate true north by arrow. 

Show zero point. 

Indicate scale used 

Show camera andview angle if photographer is used 

Show areas of damage as illustrated on page I0 of 
your template manual 

When road signs are in diagram, show message in 
front of sign 

Indicate percentage of grade 

Show any identifiable skid marks, whether suf- 
ficient to figure minimum speed or not. Show 
scuffs or tire prints. 

EXAMPLE: Skid marks 



Indicate center line and no passing zone in 
diagram 

EXAMPLE- Center line 

EXAMPLE: No passing zone in one (I) direction 

"I -I' "I 

EXAMPLE: No passing zone in both directions 

DESCRIBE WHAT HAPPENED-- As a result of your investi- 
gation, not the statements of drivers or witnesses, 
relate what happened so that this information coupled 
with the diagram will describe the main events of the 
accident. A concise, but complete description of what 
happened is necessary, so the accident can be recon- 
structed by the DATA PROCESSING UNIT for analysis and 
preparation of statistical data. After a clear and 
concise description of what happened, if you desire to 
record the statements of drivers and witnesses, do so. 

Describe what you observed at the scene. Also, indicate 
what probably happened before, during, and after the 
accident. Include information not on the diagram or 
not on other parts of the form. Any other portion or 
remarks on the accident report that is not clear and 
concise should be explained, e.g., "Other traffic con- 
trol" and "Others. " 

Refer to vehicles by the same number as used in your 
diagram. 

If additional space is required, use supplementary sheet, 
AST-34. 



_z 
LIGHT wEA'I:HER LOCALE' DEFECTS CONSTRUCTION CONDITION 

(Circle One) (Circle O•) (Circle One) (Circle One More) (Circle One For Each Vehicle) ICircle One Fo• Each Veh.• (Circle One For Each Veh.) 
DAYLIGHT CL•EAR SHOU..I•r•RS LOW • | 

I[•ll-( t-j•t•N•lG SH•uJJusINESS '-u••-i •N k•;•ETE •J | 01 01 NOT OBSCURED 
R• 

DARKNESS. RD. SNOWING SCHOOL PLAY'D ROAD UNDER CONST. DIRT MUDDY / ON WINDSHIELD 
LIGHTED SLEETING 

-OTHER NONE OTHER HAZARDOUS/ 
03 03 TRF•E•ROPS BUSHES 

CHARACTER "'TR•FFIC CONTROL "ROADWAY LANES RbADWAY DIVIDED 
(Circle One F.., ,,..ic,.• 

Straight Level STOP SIGN ONE LANE CONCRE•.,• 06 06 SIGNBOARD 
StrMJl•t -Oown Gr•14 STOP 8•Ge•JGNAL TWO• ROUGI-g•BEr.•i•E 

07 ^7 REST 

•evel RR C•GATES FiVE • MEDIAN BARRTER 08 09 MOVING V£HICLEIS) 

C- "own G RR FLASHING LIGHTS SIX LANES OR MORE CONCRETE •0 •0 BLINDED BY HEADLIGHTS 
NONE UNPAVED (Any Width) METAL GUARDRAIL 

Curve Up Grade FEN"E 11 11 BLINDEDBY SUNLIGHT 
OTHER ALLEY 

Curve Hi,crest OTHER 12 12 OTHER I: ;,,: 
,. ,. • LIGHT Circle only (1) number to reveal the light 

condition at the time of the accident. 

WEATHER-- Circle only one (I) number to reveal the 
weather condition at the t±me of the accident. 

LOCALE Circle only one (i) number to reveal the 
locale in which the accident occurred. Circle six 
(6) for describing •locale other than those listed. 

DEFECTS Circle one (1) or more numbers for each 
vehicle to indicate only defects in the immediate 
vicinity of the accident scene, which may or may 
not have contributed to this accident; if none, in- 
dicate "NONE." If "Other" is indicated, circle num- 

ber seven (7). 

CONSTRUCTION Circle only one (i) number for each 
vehicle to indicate the surface treatment of the road- 

way. Any road that has received any asphalt or tar 

treatment of any kind is classified as asphalt. Any 
road with a mixture of dirt with gravel, slag, or chert 
is classified as "Other," Number five (5). All other 
dirt roads are classified as dirt. 

CONDITION-- Circle only one (i) number for each vehi- 
cle to reveal the roadway condition at the time of the 
accident. 
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937 
NOTE: A few examples of "hazardous materials" 

would be oil, grease, broken glass, rocks, 
stones, spilled paint, etc. 

CHARACTER-- To indicate the character of the road,• circle 
only one (i) number for each vehicle. Circle "Yes" or "No" 
to indicate if vehicles were traveling the same roadway. 

TRAFFIC CONTROL indicate the type of traffic control 
device present which should have influenced the driver(s), 
or pedestrian(s), involved. Indicate "Other" for warning 
signs, curve signs, narrow bridge signs, etc. If no traf- 
fic control is present, indicate "None." Also, circle 
"Yes" or "No" to indicate for each vehicle if the exist- 
ing traffic control was or was not functioning at the 
time of the accident. If "None" is .circled for either 
or both vehicles cross out "Yes" or "No" for this vehicle. 

EXAMPLE: Vehicle one (i) had a stop sign for 
control that was functioning: vehicle 
two (2) had no traffic control.• 

TRAFFIC CONTROL 
(Circle One For Each Vehicle) 
STOPSIGN 
STOP & GO SIGNAL 
YIELD SIGN 
OFFICER OR FLAGMAN 
RR CROSSING GATES 

•11•- RR FLASHING LIGHTS 
• NONE i•• OTHER 

'q•O• FUNCTIONING 

ROADWAY LANES Indicate how many lanes of traffic; 
count all lanes regardless of median. Refer to explan- 
ations below. 

i. ONE LANE A street or highway with only one (I) paved lane, free from parking vehicles, 
available for travel. 

2. TWO LANES Same, except two (2) lanes avail- 
able for travel. 

3. THREE LANES Same, except three (3) lanes 
available for travel. 

4. FOUR LANES Same, except four (4) lanes 
available for travel. 

5. FIVE LANES Sames, except five (5) lanes 
available for travel. 

6. six LANES OR MORE Same except six (6) or 
more lanes available for travel. 



7. UNPAVED (ANY WIDTH) A gravel or dirt road- 
way of any width. This does not include alleys. 

8. ALLEY-- A paved or unpaved alley of any width. 

ONE-WAY STREET A street or highway on which traf- 
fic may legally move in one (i) direction only. 
(This does not include divided streets or highways._ 
Circle "Yes" or "No" for each vehicle to indicate 
whether it was traveling on a one-way street. 

ROADWAY DIVIDED BY-- This section is used to indicate 
if the roadway is divided or not, and if divided, what 
the division is. Indicate only the predominate divi- 
sion for each vehicle. If a median barrier exists, 
indicate the type of barrier for each vehicle. 

A painted center line is a painted median. 

EXAMPLE: An accident occurs on a two (2) lane 
County road with lanes divided by a painted center strip. Circle painted 
for each vehicle and circle "Yes" for 
each vehicle over the median. 

Cross this section out only if the 
accident occurs on Private p. roDerty. 

VISION OBSCURED-- Indicate for each driver which of 
the items listed obscured the vision, if any. If vis- 
ion was obscured by something other than those listed, 
indicate "Other. " 
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SUMMONS NUMBER NAME OF PL•t-SON CHARGED CONTRIBUTING•MSTANCE(S| 

P••CY NOTIFIED /••,RRIVEO •I•.•E ARRIVED ITRAj•,•I•I•W RESTOREOI NA•P•TOGRAPHER 

-THE DATA Oi THIS REiRT REFLECTS MY BEST KNO•LEii•N AND BELIEF COVERIN• THE ACCIDENT. BUT NO WA•T 

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATING OFFICER • DATE: 

SUMMONS NUMBER-- For the person charged, enter the 
identifying ticket or summons number which is listed 
on the ticket or summons. 

NAME OF PERSON CHARGED-- Enter complete names of per- 
sons issued a summons or arrested in connection with 
the accident. This pertains o.nly to the drivers and 
pedestrians involved in the accident. 

CONTRIBUTING CIRCUMSTANCE(S)-- Enter the code number(s) 
listed under contributing circumstances for which the 
person was arrested or issued a summons, whether it con- 
tributed to the accident or not. For those charges that 
are not listed, please print the charge in the space provided. 

EXAMPLE: A person is arrested for Driving Under •the 
Influence of Intoxicating Liquor and Driv- 
ing While License is Revoked. In Section 
i01 enter 41 and Driving While Revoked. 

POLICE AGENCY NOTIFIED Enter time (hours and •inutes) 
accident was reported to the police agency. Circle either 
A.M. or P.M. 

POLICE ARRIVED Enter time (hours and minutes) police 
arrived at accident scene. Circle either A.M. or P.M. 

AMBULANCE ARRIVED Enter time (hours and minutes) the 
first ambulance arrived at the accident scene. Circle 
either A.M. or P.M. 

If no ambulance arrived, cross out this section. 
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TRAFFIC FLOW RESTORED-- If traffic flow interrupted, 
enter time (hours and minutes) normal traffic flow was 
restored. Circle either A.M. or P.M. If uninterrupted, 
cross out this section. 

NAME OF PHOTOGRAPHER-- Enter name of photographer if 
photo made at accident scene. If none, cross out this 
section. 

NAME OF INVESTIGATING OFFICER, BADGE NUMBER, POLICE 
AGENCY-- Print or type the name of the officer complet- 
ing this report, his badge number, and his police aqencv. 
Spell out name of city. 

EXAMPLE: Richmond P. D. 

NAME(S) OF OTHER OFFICER(S) AT THE SCENE Print or type 
the same as for investigating officer. 

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATING OFFICER-- The officer complet- 
ing this report shall sign his name. 

DATE--Enter the date (month, day, year) this report was 
completed. 

CONTRII•UTING CIRCUMSTANCE(S) 
10 No Improper Driving 26 Wrong Side of Road 

11 Violations Unknown 27 Passing On 

12 Imp. Backing 28 Passing Curve 

13 Changing Imp. 29 Other Improper Passing 
14 Parking Improperly 30 Turning Unlawfully 
15 Dim Lights 31 Driving Safety Zone 

16 Llo•hts Improper•"• 32 Pass Stpd. School Bus 

17 Unsafe C/SnlI. • 33 
18 Driving Wrd•glL•n 34 Othe, Moving Viol. 

Sig. Imp, S• 35 Exc. Wh. 

20 Following CIo•61-y 36 Pedestrian Drunk 

21 Defect,re Brakes 37 Faulty Equipment 
22 Exceeding Speed 38 Walking Violation 

23 xceeding Safe Speed 39 Speed 
24 Disregard Sign $•g. 40 Racing On Hwy. 

R•ght of Way Drlv. under 

CONTRIBUTING CIRCUMSTANCES Use the code numbers as 

necessary in Sections 35, 71, and i01. 
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SHEET OF SHEET(S)-- Enter Sheet No. 2 of 2 
Sheet(s) or appropriate number. 

ADDITIONAL SPACES FOR VICTIMS-- If required, enter as 
in Item No. 87. 

ADDITIONAL NARRATIVE Enter the same as Item No. 87. 

SUPPLEMENTAL DIAGRAM•-- Use when additional space or 
detailed diagram required. 

DIAGRAM SCALE Indicate which scale used by circling 
appropriate number on diagram. 

EXAMPLE: If in the diagram one (i) inch equals 
twenty (20) feet, you would circle: 

NOTE: 

Diagram Scale 1 inch 

If no scale used, cross this block out. 

LOCATION If rural, •enter name of county only. If 
urban, enter name of city only. 

TIME-- Enter the same •as Item No. 4 

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATING OFFICER-- Enter the same as 
Item No. 109. 

BADGE NUMBER-- Enter badge number of investigating officer. 

REPORTING POLICE AGENCY-- Enter name of department of the 
investigating officer. 

DATE Enter the same as Item No. 2. 
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Pavement Edge 

Curb 

Pavement Crack 

Marked Center Line 

•--'•"•--- NO Passing Center Line 

Unmarked Center Line 

Other Markings 

0 000 Mushroom Buttons 

Shoulder Edge 

Guard Fence or Rail 

••--- Fence 

Embankment 

•'•"""""• Abutment or Wall 
I111111111|1 IIIIIIlllll 
!!11111111 !111111111111 Railroad Track 
IIIII III II IIIIIIIII 

Property Line 

0 0 0 

Trees 

Shrubs 

Building-view Obstruc• 

Utility Poles 

Street Light 

Drain Inlet 

Hydrant 

Camera Position 

Pedestrian 

(o);I 
 '! 

Truck 

Tractor and 
Trailer 

& 
•0• 

Z 

Bus 
Street Car 

Sign (Show Message) 

Sign Stop and Go 

Signal Flashing 
+ 20% Grade-+ Up 

Compass Direction 

Scale Distance 

D•bris 

Puddle 
Run off 

Skid Marks 

Tire Print 

Scuff Marks 
Gouges 

Scratch 

Furrow 
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Attachment C 

PLEASE CORRECT THE ENCLOSED ACCIDENT REPORT AND RETURN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 

The below checks are the items that are incorrect on the accident report enclosed. 

In using the below check marks, the first number in the column's indicate 

the •tem on the enclosed picture of the accident report that is either in 

error or blank and the second number indicates the page in the Alabama 

Uniform Traffic Accident Instruction Manual where the instructions for that 

particular item may be found, 

Please use the manual as a guide for correcting the enclosed accidentreport. 

Your continued cooperation will be appreciated. 

12 31 23 60A 32 91 41 

2 12 32 23 61 32 92 41 

3 12 33 24 62 33 93 41 
4 14 34 24 63 33 94 42 

5 14 35 24 64 33 9• 42 
6 14 36 25 65 33 5;6 42 

7 14 37 25 66 33 97 43 
8 14 38 27 67 33 5)8 43 
9 5 39 28 68 33 99 44 

I0 16 40 28 69 33 I00 44 

II 16 41 28 70 33 I01 44 

12 16 42 28 71 33 102 44 

3 17 43 28 72 33 103 44 

14 17 44 28 7 3 34 104 44 

15; 7 45 28 74 34 105 45 
16 7 46 28 75 34 106 45 
17 18 47 29 76 34 107 45 
18 18 48 29 77 34 08 45 

9 9 49 29 78 35 109 45 
9A 9 50 29 79 35; 110 4:5 

20 19 51 29 80 35; 111 45 
21 19 52 30 81 35 
22 19 53 30 82 35 
23 20 54 30 83 36 
24 20 55 30 84 36 
2• 22 56 30 85 36 
26 22 5;6A 31 86 38 
27 23 57 31 87 40 
28 23 58 31 88 41 
29 23 :59 32 89 41 
30 23 60 32 90 41 
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Attachment D 

CO.MMONWE:ALTH OF" VIRGINIA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

JOHN T. HANNA 
DIIIECTOlt 

141GNWAY SAIrrl"Y DlVlIION 

"I:ELEPHON E NO. 
2"2-143! EXT. 274 

P. O. BOX 274"•2 
RICHMOND 23261 

Mr. Vern HIll, Co•issloner, Division of Motor Vehicles 
Mr. Douglas Fugate 

, 
Commissioner, Dept. of Highways 

Col. H. W. Burgess, Superintendent, Dept. of State Police 
Dr. Mack I. Sha•holtz, Commissioner, Dept. of Health 

Gentlemen: 

The Traffic Records Commit=ee Feasibility Study Team has submltEed their 
report to the Traffic Records Conmalttee. 

The Commlttee feels that before it can act upon this report, it will be 
necessary to determine the current Traffic Records System's cost so that it 
can be compared, with the projected cost of the proposed system. 

I would appreciate it very much if you would assist us to the extent of 
sending me an estimate of your agency's total current operating costs per- 
taining to traffic records. 

For obvious reasons, one being for the sake of consistency, it is suggested 
that the following definition of a traffic records system be used: "A traffic 
records system is the personnel, equipment, facilities, information and procedure 
necessary to correlate collision data with vehicle, driver and or highway data" 
to reduce hlgh:ray fatallties• •.njur•.es and damages. •is is the definition found 
in the Highway Safety Program Manual, Volume I0, Traffic Records. 

In the event you utilize the files described below for functions other than 
traffic records, these multifold uses of this information should be noted in 
the cost report. 

The star,cent of custs should also include the cost of the coiiection, 
updating, maintenance and dissemination of data pertinent to the following 
four files and data el•nents as described in Voltnme I0 Traffic Records 
(Appendix G) cf the HiBhway Safety Program Manual. 

Driver File Physical Description 
Driver License Status 
Driver His tory 

Vehicle File Vehicle Registration data 
Vehicle Description 
Vehicle Inspection Information 
Vehicle Restrictions 
Vehicle Owner 

Highway File Roadway/Envlronment 

"WE'RE ALL OUT HERE "•'OGETHER" 
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Accident File Pre-crash Phase 
Passenger 
Pedestrian 
Operator 
Vehicle 
Roadway/Environment 

Crash Phase 
Human 
Vehicle 
Roadway/Environment 

Post-crash Phase 
Medical Services 
oaene Manageme••t 
Investigation Data 

The Committee feels that the cost pertaining to the above d,-scribed files 
must include the following- 

Io Hardware Cost (computer equipment) 
2. Software and Pregrammlng Costs (vendor and agency) 
3. Personnel Costs (manual system and automated system) 
4. Supplies (manual system and automated system) 
5. Overhead (Manual system and automated system) 

It is requested that this information be forwarded to me by MaL.-ch I• 1972 
in order that it may be presented at the March 14, 1972 Traflfc Records Committee 
Meeting. 

Sincerely yours, 

Robert W. DuV.• 
Chairman 
"e•°ffic• l•ecords "omzni•ee,, 

R•'D- vwb 



COL. H. W. BURGES,• 
SUPERINTENDENT 

MAJOR J. T. MARSHALL 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

MAJOR J. S. PEARSON 
FIELD SUFERVtSOR 

CAPT. M. S. URICK 
PERSONNEL AND TRAINING 

TELEPHOI•,E 703"--272- 1431 
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C oyllq °N WEALT H",  RGI NI,a 
r 

DEPANTMENT OF STATE POLICE 

RICHMOND. VIRGINIA 23261 

March 2, 1972 

CAPT. R. M. TERRY 
SAFETY OFFICER 

CAPT. H. V, BOONE 
INVESTIGATION8 AND RECORD8 

CAPT. A. HOi.COMB 
PROPERTY AND FINANCE 

CAPT, G. W. KELLAM, JR, 
COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER 

P. O. BOX Z747Z 

Mr. Robert W. DuVal, Chairman 
Traffic Records Committee 
Highway Safety Division 
P. O. Box 27472 
Richmond, Virginia 23261 

Dear Mr. DuVal" 

I am responding to your recent correspondence requesting an 
estimation of the Department's operating costs concerning traffic accident 
records as interpreted in Appendix G from the Highway Safety Program 
Manual. These costs are: 

1. Collection of data 

1971-72 

$ 967,916 

2. Updating, maintenance and 191,170 
dissemination of data 

3. Overhead 59,221 

Total $1,218,307 

I trust this is the information you desire. 

HWB/jlc 

Sincerely, 

Superintendent 

"MAKE COURTESY YOUR CODE OF THE ROAD" 
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COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 

l•eed t•affLe Records $,yste• 

Accident 

Traffte 475,000 

100,000 

Speed Studies 65,000 

1•tal 

1: vould like to re-eng4u•tse as t•. i•vood did to 7vu that the data inetuded 
in this estimate, vitb the poee£ble exeeption of ace/dent data, i8 basle 

other uee8 even •f not used for TraffLe leeords. 



COMMONWEALTH OF" VIRGINIA 
DEPARTMENT OF' HIGHWAYS 

Sincerely, 

•ste '•=•£te 8rid Ssfety Ihtsinser 

W•8 :SYJ 
ee: }4r. A. L. Thcuss, Jr. • '• 



Attachment E 
Division of Motor Vehicles 

Richmond, Virginia 

13ear J•. Dural, 

I am ree•o, ndtn• to your • request•fr tn eetlmaee of •he l•vtotou 
of ••or Veht©lee o•rat•nt• coete coucerntn8 trsf• recoTde 88 tn•JL•p•• t• 

4. Sv•4lee msm•l system sg.000.00 
S. SVp•lJee Lu•tomsted syetem 1•.000. 00 
6. Overhesd 

To•I $10600.000.00 

Into our ¢¢•r eystem end •he updtte of •he mRpecte fibs m•J the uee of 

lnn•oes other •tn traffic Teeords. 



Division of Motor Vehicles 
Richmond, Virginia 

I • Ibele nllllm win ildlty • lledl. 




